
KXNW-TV (34.1 & 34.2) Quarterly Issues/Program List 

 

Description of Programs 

Providing Most Significant Treatment of Community Issues 

 

3rd Quarter 2014 

July 1 –September 30, 2014 

 

Locally Produced News Programming 

 

Program Day Time 

5 News at 9:00 PM (34.1) Monday - Sunday 9:00-9:30 PM 

5 News at 4:30 AM (34.2) Monday - Friday 4:30-5:00 AM 

5 News at 5:00 AM (34.2) Monday - Friday 5:00-6:00 AM 

5 News at 6:00 AM (34.2) Monday - Friday 6:00-7:00 AM 

5 News at Noon (34.2) Monday - Friday 12-12:30 PM 

5 News at 5:00 PM (34.2) Monday - Friday 5:00-5:30 PM 

5 News at 6:00 PM (34.2) Monday -- Friday 6:00-6:30 PM 

5 News at 10:00 PM (34.2) Monday -Sunday 10:00-10:35 PM 

5 News at 5:00 PM (34.2) Saturday 5:00-5:30 PM 

5 News at 6:00 PM (34.2) Saturday 6:00-6:30 PM 

5 News at 5:30 PM (34.2) Sunday 5:30-6:00 PM 

 

The above programs are locally produced news programs presenting a mix of news, weather, sports and issue-related feature stories 

and segments. Issue-responsive program segments are usually 90-150 seconds in duration, unless otherwise noted. 5 Sunday 

Morning contains interviews with community leaders/organizations/businesses which are usually from 4-5 minutes in length. 

 

ON THE MONEY WITH MARIA BARTIROMO (KXNW 34.1) Sunday 10:00-10:30 AM 

The On the Money with Maria Bartiromo is a half-hour weekly series that delivers the last word in financial information and a first 

look at the business week ahead. Maria Bartiromo serves as host and managing editor. 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (KXNW 34.2) Saturday 9:00-10:00 PM 

This 60-minute CBS program focuses on an in-depth examination of a crime-based mystery.  Its unique approach delves into a 

single subject and examines it from multiple angles. 

 

FACE THE NATION (KXNW 34.2) Sunday 9:30-10:30 AM 

CBS News Correspondents hosts this 60-minute CBS program that interviews newsmakers on the latest issues.  Guests include 

government leaders, politicians, and international figures in the news that take part in a lively roundtable discussion focusing on 

current topics. 

 

60 MINUTES (KXNW 34.2) Sunday 6:00-7:00 PM 

This 60 minute CBS News program provides a blend of hard-hitting investigative reports, interviews, feature segments and profiles 

of people in the news.  The program usually has three segments, each approximately 12 to 14 minutes in duration. 

 

 

 

PROGRAM:  Public Service Messages DATE AIRED:  July - September 

PROGRAM SUMMARY:  PSAs ran promoting the following: health issues, organizations, events, etc. 

 

American Heart Association - Heart Attack 
Autism - 1 in 68 
Autism - Times Changed 
Energy Efficiency - Thirty Seconds 
Discovering Nature - Deer Stare 
Discovering Nature - Forest Lights 
Hunger Prevention - Tables 
Keep America Beautiful - Journey 
Lifetime of Vaccines 
Pediatric PH Research 

Child Passenger Safety - Chairs 

Child Passenger Safety - Flashback 

Child Passenger Safety - Know it all 

Shriners Sadie 

Texting and Driving Prevention - Afterlife 

Texting and Driving Prevention - Just Drive 

Type 1 Diabetes Awareness - Vision Biker 

Wildfire Prevention - Smokey 70 

Scam Awareness - Lotto 



PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT 

 

OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 
 

 

CRIME 

Animal Abuse, Family Violence, Drugs, Crime Prevention 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00am 

DATE AIRED:  07-02-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Fayetteville Police said they responded to a bomb threat at the Walmart on Martin Luther King Jr. 

Boulevard early Wednesday morning (July 2). Dispatchers said an employee called to report the 

threat around 4 a.m., after finding a note written on a bathroom wall inside the store. The threat said 

that someone had a bomb, according to police. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:01 a.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  07-04-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Fort Smith Police Department arrested a man on Thursday (July 3) on suspicion of robbing a gas 

station with a screwdriver, among other thefts, according to a news release on Friday (July 4). Hayden 

S. Hamel, 22, was arrested Thursday afternoon on an outstanding felony theft warrant. That warrant 

stemmed from an investigation regarding a theft from C&H Tire Company located at 8821 Rogers 

Ave. in Fort Smith, the release states. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:05 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  07-05-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Murder At Sea?" - a rebroadcast of a report on the disappearance of newlywed George Smith, who 

vanished in 2005 from a cruise ship in the Mediterranean while on his honeymoon, as first reported in 

"Love Lost" (OAD: 04/08/06) and mentioned in "Dark Voyage" (OAD: 09/23/06). This report 

uncovers the questionable alibis, failed polygraphs and a provocative video that involves the three 

men who last saw Smith alive. In the years since Smith went missing, his family has been seeking 

answers to what happened to him after a night of heavy drinking and gambling in the ship's casino. 

His disappearance was ruled a likely accident and the case has gone nowhere, despite reports of 

arguments on the stateroom balcony, furniture being moved and a bloodstain on the overhang of the 

lifeboats. Mike Jones, an attorney for the Smith family, is now trying to get the case moving again. 

He has gained access to Royal Caribbean's internal investigation and has learned about the existence 

of a videotape in the possession of the FBI, which was recorded just hours after Smith went missing 

by three of the four men to last see Smith alive: cousins Zach Rozenberg and Greg Rozenberg and 

their friend Rusty Kofman. The other passenger, Josh Askin, is not on the video. Attorneys for Rusty 

Kofman and Zach Rozenberg have declined to comment. Greg Rozenberg's attorney says his client 

just made stupid comments. While initially cooperating, Askin's attorney has now told him to take the 

Fifth Amendment in all questioning. All four men say they had nothing to do with Smith's death but 

the men are still on the FBI's radar in this cold case. Mike Jones believes that Josh Askin knows what 

happened. He continues to prod the FBI to re-open the case. On-screen text graphic: The FBI's field 

office has agreed to review the George Smith case. On-screen text graphic introduction for the 

07/05/14 rebroadcast: 9 years ago today George Smith disappeared from his honeymoon cruise. This 

week, his family announced a $100,000 reward for information leading "to the arrest and conviction 

of the person (s) responsible." On-screen text graphic for 07/05/14 rebroadcast: Anyone with 

information should call 1-844-651-1936. Interviewed: George Smith's parents, George Smith III and 

Maureen Smith; his sister Bree Smith; cruise ship passengers Paul and Galina Kvitnisky; Emilie 

Rausch; Clete Hyman; Greg and Pat Lawyer; Christian Ruiz; Keith Greer, attorney for Josh Askin; 

Albert Dayan, attorney for Rusty Kofman; Phil Houston, an expert in detecting deception; Mike 

Jones, Smith family investigator/attorney. NOTE: In this broadcast, Zach Rozenberg, Greg 

Rozenberg, and Josh Askin all appear in interrogation videos. They are not specifically interviewed 

for this report. Rusty Kofman appears saying no comment. (C: John Miller (correspondent for 

05/11/13) / C: Richard Schlesinger (correspondent and narrator for the 07/05/14 rebroadcast) - P: 

Lourdes Aguiar, Peter Shaw) 



TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  07-06-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Hollywood's Villain" - an interview / profile of Kim Dotcom, an internet entrepreneur who created 

"Megaupload", a file-sharing website which eventually allowed users to access copyrighted films, 

music, books and video games. The U.S. government filed an indictment against Kim for copyright 

infringement, racketeering and money-laundering and has requested his extradition from New 

Zealand, where he resides in his mansion. Also includes interviews with Eriq Gardner, senior editor at 

The Hollywood Reporter, Wayne Tempero, Kim's head of security and Shawn Henry, fmr. Executive 

assistant director of the FBI. (C: Bob Simon - P: Michael H. Gavshon, David M. Levine) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  07-12-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Death at Soho House" - a report into the death of swimsuit designer Sylvie Cachay and her ties to the 

son of an Oscar-winning songwriter. Sylvie Cachay was a rising swimsuit designer, working with top 

companies like Victoria's Secret, before launching her own line of swimwear. In 2010, she was found 

dead and partially clothed in an overflowing tub at the Soho House in New York City. Police learned 

Cachay had checked into the hotel with her boyfriend, Nicholas Brooks, the son of troubled Academy 

Award-winning songwriter Joseph Brooks. Although there was an empty bottle of prescription pills 

nearby, the on-scene medical examiner found marks on Sylvie's neck that suggested strangulation and 

the investigation quickly turned to Brooks. He was arrested. At trial, Brooks was found guilty of 

second degree murder. Through interviews with Cachay's family and friends, a picture of a successful 

woman with everything to live for is revealed, but one who was also having second thoughts about 

her much younger boyfriend. Nicholas Brooks' sister, Amanda Brooks, discusses their childhood; 

how their family was torn apart by divorce and how their father's famous name and his own troubled 

life brought nothing but notoriety to the case. On-screen text graphic: Nick Brooks is appealing his 

conviction arguing the jury should have heard his "rough sex" allegation. District Attorney Vance's 

domestic violence initiative will be fully operational this spring and he expects to help thousands of 

women each year. On-screen text graphic for the 07/12/14 rebroadcast: On-screen text graphic: Nick 

Brooks is appealing his conviction arguing the jury should have heard his "rough sex" allegation. 

District Attorney Vance's domestic violence center opened in March 2014. His office says the center 

has already helped more than seven hundred women. Interviewed: publicist Lesa McHale; 

photographer and Sylvie's former fiancée Ben Baker; parents Dr. Antonio and Sylvia Cachay; brother 

Patrick Cachay; cousin Francoise Jakobsson; designer Alicia Bell; trainer Cheri Fogelman; Cachay 

family attorney Susan Karten; former NYPD detectives Robert Moller and Tommy Jones; former 

Soho House night manager Bryan Alvarez; Soho House employee Kristen Stephens; Amanda Brooks; 

Nicholas Brooks' attorney Jeffrey Hoffman; Brooks' family friend Lynn Barrie; Loretta Spruell, 

victim of Joseph Brooks; Manhattan District Attorney Cy Vance; and 48 HOURS 

consultant/journalist Murray Weiss. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Patti Aronofsky, Elena DiFiore) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at Noon 

DATE AIRED:  07-17-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Fort Smith Police Department is investigating a theft case, in which, a woman’s car was broken 

into on July 14 while she shopped at X-Mart, according to a news release Thursday (July 17). The 

incident happened at 12:45 p.m. at the X-Mart store located at 3800 Century Dr., the release states. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12:03 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  07-19-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Writing on the Wall" - a report on the investigation into the May 5, 2009 murders of the wife 

and two children of Christopher Coleman, the security chief for televangelist Joyce Meyer Ministries. 

In Columbia, Illinois on the morning of May 5, Coleman called his neighbor, police detective Justin 

Barlow, and asked him to check on his wife, Sheri, and their two young sons, Gavin and Garett, after 



his own calls had gone unanswered. In months prior he had made local police aware of explicit death 

threats he was receiving regarding his involvement in Meyer’s ministry. Barlow entered the house 

that morning through an unlocked basement window and upon entry he found spray-painted messages 

on the walls, with the phrases "you have paid" and "punished", and when he went upstairs he 

discovered the bodies of Coleman's family strangled to death in each of their beds. An investigation 

began and soon after police discovered Coleman was having a serious affair with cocktail waitress 

Tara Lintz, a high school friend of Sheri's. Sheri's friends came to her defense telling police Sheri said 

her husband was having an affair and if anything happened to her, Chris did it. Moreover, the crime 

scene lab found the handwriting on the wall matched up to Coleman's script. Two weeks after the 

murders police had enough evidence to charge Coleman with first-degree murder of his family. The 

trial for Coleman began two years later and the prosecution's computer experts discovered the e-mail 

threats came from Coleman's laptop, and one can of the spray paint used on the walls of his house was 

purchased at a local hardware store with a computerized signature linked to Coleman. The jury 

needed more evidence though, and it came from one of the jurors who noticed the date on a picture of 

Coleman and Lintz kissing which proved Coleman lied to them about when the affair began. After a 

guilty verdict, the judge sentenced Coleman to life in prison. 48 HOURS MYSTERY spoke to 

Coleman by phone and he denied planning to divorce Sheri to marry his mistress and said he did not 

know who murdered his family. On-Screen Text Graphics: Sheri's family is suing Joyce Meyer 

Ministries. They claim the murders might have been prevented if the Ministries had investigated the 

threats more seriously. May 5th is the three-year anniversary of the murders of Sheri, Garett and 

Gavin Coleman. On-screen text graphics for the 03/30/13 rebroadcast: In December 2012, after a long 

legal battle with the Colemans, Sheri's family was allowed to rebury Sheri and her sons in a cemetery 

closer to their home in Chicago. On-screen text graphic for the 07/19/14 rebroadcast: After a long 

legal battle with the Coleman's, Sheri's family was allowed to rebury Sheri and her sons in a cemetery 

closer to their home in Chicago. Chris Coleman is appealing his conviction. Interviewed: Chris 

Coleman; Justin Barlow, detective; Joe Edwards, Columbia Police Chief; Major Jeff Connor, Major 

Case Squad, St. Louis; Vanessa Riegerix, neighbor; Nick Pistor, St. Louis Post-Dispatch reporter; 

Kathy LaPlante, Sheri's friend; Angela DiCiccio, Sheri's mother; Meegan Turnbeaugh, Sheri's friend; 

Connie and Ron Coleman; Chris' parents; Ed Parkinson, prosecutor; Bill Margulis, Chris's lawyer; 

Gina West, juror; Olivia Shopinski, juror; Jonece Pearman, jury foreperson. (C: Maureen Maher - P: 

Sara Ely Hulse, Clare Friedland) 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  07-19-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "A Bad Bet" - an investigation into the deaths of South Carolina sports bookie Brett Parker's wife, 

Tammy Parker, and his associate, Bryan Capnerhurst, who Parker claims he shot while Capnerhurst 

was attempting to rob Parker's safe. Though sports betting in South Carolina is illegal, Brett Parker 

and his father ran an honest family bookmaking operation that was generally left alone by police. At 

first police took Parker's story at face value, but as the investigation continued, they discovered a co-

worker (Capnerhurst) with financial problems who was demanding money he was owed from Parker, 

and a marriage not as solid as they were led to believe. Police determined that Capnerhurst was a 

victim, rather than a killer, and that the adulterous Parker had murdered his wife, in part to collect on 

a life insurance policy. At trial, he was found guilty on two murder charges and sentenced to two 

consecutive life sentences with no parole. On Screen Text Graphic: Four months after the murder 

conviction, Brett Parker and his father Jack were indicted on federal charges of operating an illegal 

gambling business. Brett Parker was sentenced to two years. His father Jack was sentenced to five 

months. On-screen text graphic for the 07/19/14 rebroadcast: Four months after the murder 

conviction, Brett Parker and his father Jack were found guilty on federal charges of operating an 

illegal gambling business. Jack Parker is appealing his gambling conviction. Brett Parker is appealing 

his murder convictions. Interviewed: Brett Parker’s parents Jack and Linda Parker; his daughter 

Brooke Parker; Angela Rickard and Angela Leon, friends of Tammy Parker; Tammy Parker's mother 

Libby Carswell; Sheriff Leon Lott; investigator Stan Smith; Brett Parker's attorney Dave Fedor; and 

medical examiner Dr. Bradley Marcus. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Pamela Mason Wagner, Chris 

Young Ritzen) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  07-26-2014 



PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Honor and Dishonor" - a report on Sgt. Brent Burke, who was court-martialed for the 2007 murders 

of Tracy Burke, his estranged wife and his former mother-in-law, Karen Comer. Four civilian trials, 

with no physical evidence, had already led to three mistrials and a hung jury; but the military decided 

to move forward with action under the uniform code of military justice. Tracy Burke and Karen 

Comer were discovered shot to death in Comer's Rineyville, Kentucky home. When it was discovered 

that Tracy was in the process of going through a divorce, Sgt. Brent Burke was taken into custody and 

booked for murder. There was little physical evidence and no murder weapon, but during an 

interview, Eion Burke, a young child of four, said that Sgt. Burke was the killer. When charges were 

dropped and he was released from jail, Kentucky State Police spoke to the Army and they came to the 

same conclusion: a case for murder, this time to be tried by the Army's Judge Advocate Generals 

Corps (JAG) because Burke on active duty at Fort Campbell when the crimes were committed. He 

would face a court martial trial which is very different from a civilian court trial -- there is always a 

verdict and never a hung jury. The trial commenced and the JAG prosecution team was able to 

present physical evidence -- a tiny piece of glass taken off of Burke's coat, which was similar to the 

shattered glass door at the crime scene. The panel decided that Sgt. Burke was guilty and that he 

would serve a life sentence without parole. He would also be dishonorably discharged and stripped of 

his rank. On-screen text graphic for the original and 09/21/13 rebroadcast: Tracy Burke's children 

visit each other regularly. According to military law, Brent Burke will get an automatic appeal. On-

screen text graphic for the 07/26/14 rebroadcast: Tracy Burke’s children visit each other regularly. 

Brent Burke, now a private, is appealing his conviction. Interviewed: JAG prosecution team 

members: Lt. Colonel Matthew Calarco, Major Sondra Smith, Captain Janae Lepir; U.S. Army 

Defense Attorney Nathan Brown; JAG attorney Major Rebecca Kliem; Kentucky State Police 

Detective Larry Walker; Kentucky State Police Investigator Mark Gillingham; Tracy Burke's father 

and step-mother David and Gractia Wilburn; Tracy Burke's sister-in-law Hillary Wilburn; defense 

attorneys Chris Davenport and David Broderick; Brent Burke's parents Stan and Irene Burke; Master 

Sergeant Michelle Kerstetter, Karen Comer's daughter. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Marcelena 

Spencer; Updated producers for the 09/21/13 rebroadcast: Marcelena Spencer, Michelle Feuer) 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  07-26-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Last Confession" - a report on the investigation into the 1960 murder of Irena Garza, in 

McAllen, Texas, and the efforts family members and police have taken to bring the suspect, a Roman 

Catholic priest, to trial for the crime. The night before Easter, Irene Garza went to church and 

disappeared. Five days later she was found dead in a canal. Police said she was sexually assaulted and 

suffocated. There was one immediate suspect, Father John Feit, the priest who admitted to hearing 

Garza's confession that night, but who has denied any involvement in the murder. Noemi Ponce 

Sigler, the original investigator's daughter, says her father was told to step away from the case 

because a deal had been made between the Church and the police regarding Feit. In 2002, the 

McAllen Police Department asked the Texas Rangers Cold Case unit to re-examine the murder. The 

investigation took a dramatic turn when a former monk, Dale Tacheny, told police that Feit admitted 

to killing a young woman while Tacheny was a counselor at a monastery. Joseph O'Brien, an assistant 

pastor at the church in 1960 also told investigators that Feit told him that he did it. Despite these new 

findings, Hildago County District Attorney Rene Guerra doesn't believe the case is strong enough to 

take to court, though he would have prosecuted Feit in 1962 on the charges. Members of the Garza 

family have pinned their hopes on Ricardo Rodriguez, a candidate for Hildago County District 

Attorney, who has said he would look into the case. On-screen text graphic: The primary election for 

Hidalgo County District Attorney is Tuesday. On-screen text graphic for the 07/26/14 rebroadcast: 

Rene Guerra lost the election for Hidalgo County District Attorney in March 2014. District Attorney-

elect Ricardo Rodriguez has promised to revisit the case when he takes office in January 2015. 

Interviewed: family members Noemi Ponce Sigler and Lynda De La Vana; journalist/48 HOURS 

consultant Pamela Colloff; Texas Ranger Rudy Jarmillo; McAllen Police Chief Victor Rodriguez; 

former monk Dale Tacheny; San Antonio Police Detective George Saidler; Hildago County District 

Attorney Rene Guerra. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Lourdes Aguiar, Peter Shaw) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  08-02-2014 



PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Preacher's Passion" - Felicia Tang was an actress and model in Hollywood, CA. Her boyfriend, 

Brian Randone, was an inspirational preacher and one-time reality show contestant. Two months after 

they met in Las Vegas, Tang was living in Randone's Los Angeles home. After a night of passion, 

Tang was dead. On the morning of September 11, 2009, Randone summoned police because Tang 

wasn't breathing. He maintained she overdosed on the drug GHB (Gamma hydroxybutyric), which 

they both took before going to bed. However, police didn't buy the story. Police believed he beat Tang 

to death because they counted some 320 bruises, lacerations and abrasions on her body. The medical 

examiner who did the autopsy on Tang believes the bruising on her face and bite mark on her tongue 

were a result of Tang's struggle to breathe. Randone was charged with her murder and after 

prosecutors saw her body, they added another charge: torture. On November 14, 2011, two years after 

Tang's death, the trial began in a Pasadena courtroom. Prosecutors tried to prove Randone caused 

Tang's death, but the defense painted Tang as a drug addict and said she died of an overdose. The 

defense called former San Diego Deputy Medical Examiner Dr. Harry Bonnell to the stand. Dr. 

Bonnell said homicide is impossible in this case because the PEA (pulseless electrical activity) found 

in Felicia's body proves it. He went on to tell the jury there is no PEA in smothering victims and the 

causes of PEA are drugs or blood volume loss. Prosecution was denied the opportunity to rebut Dr. 

Bonnell's testimony. The jury came up with the verdict of not guilty of torture and not guilty of 

murder. Jurors, who did not want their names to appear on the episode, claimed Dr. Bonnell's 

testimony was crucial in declaring Randone not guilty. Several medical examiners "48 HOURS" 

consulted made clear they would have testified that Dr. Bonnell was incorrect, and PEA is possible in 

smothering. On screen text graphic: Brian Randone is suing various Los Angeles County law 

enforcement agencies for $21 million for false arrest, wrongful imprisonment, and emotional distress. 

Interviewed: Brian Randone, Felicia Tang's boyfriend; Detective Richard Doney; Detective Brian 

Schoonmaker; Christina (no last name), Felicia’s best friend; Mike Ferrara, DSport Magazine; Patty 

and Terry Randone, Brian's parents; Mark Overland, Brian's defense attorney; Trinka Porrata, Ret. 

LAPD narcotics officer; Dr. Harry Bonnell, Fmr. San Diego Deputy Medical Examiner. (C: Maureen 

Maher - P: Chuck Stevenson, Greg Fisher, Sarah Prior) 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:00-8:00 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  08-02-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Walking Free" - a follow-up to "Murder on Lockhart Road" (OAD: 12/09/06) which itself was a 

follow-up to "The Alibi" (OAD: 10/11/02) detailing the story of David Camm, who was convicted in 

two murder trials -- each eventually overturned -- and was found not guilty in his third trial for the 

murder of his wife and two children. Camm was found guilty of murder in 2002 but the conviction 

was reversed in 2004. Following the appeal, a critical piece of evidence was tested: unknown DNA 

was put through a national database which led to ex-con Charles Boney. Police believed both Boney 

and Camm worked together. They went on trial separately and both were convicted. In 2009, the 

Indiana Supreme Court overturned Camm's second conviction. Boney's conviction still stood. His 

wife's parents still believed Camm was guilty. The State decided to try him a third time. Defense 

attorneys used a different strategy, involving DNA. In this trial, Boney testified that he provided 

Camm with the gun and that any of his DNA was put there by Camm. Camm was found not guilty. 

On screen text graphic: David Camm is working with the group "Investigating Innocence," based in 

Illinois. He's a case worker helping others who have been wrongfully convicted. David Camm's legal 

team is exploring a potential lawsuit against the State of Indiana. David Camm hopes to reconcile 

with Jane and Frank Renn, Kim's parents. On screen text graphic for the 08/02/14 rebroadcast: David 

Camm is moving forward with a $30 million lawsuit against Floyd County and the state of Indiana. 

Janice and Frank Renn, Kim's parents, are contesting David Camm's right to inherit his wife's life 

insurance and estate. Camm works with the INVESTIGATING INNOCENCE group speaking about 

the wrongfully accused. Interviewed: David Camm; Stacy Uliana and Rick Kammen, defense 

attorneys; Stan Levco, special prosecutor; Frank Renn, Kim's father; Sam Lockhart, David Camm's 

uncle; Richard Eikelenboom, DNA scientist; Charles Boney, convict; Roger Drew, prosecution 

detective; Eugene Liscio, crime reconstructionist. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Shoshanah Wolfson, 

Paul LaRosa, Alec Sirken, Tom Seligson) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  08-03-2014 



PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Con Artist" - a report on German artist Wolfgang Beltracchi and how he fooled experts for 

decades in an art scam that netted millions of dollars by creating what he claimed were new and 

formerly hidden paintings by artists such as German Surrealist Max Ernst. Many art connoisseurs 

acknowledge he is the most successful art forger in this, and perhaps, any other time in history. 

Includes interviews with Wolfgang Beltracchi and his wife and accomplice Helene Beltracchi; Dr. 

Jeffrey Taylor, assistant professor of arts management at Purchase College; Jamie Martin, forensic art 

analyst and Francis O’Connor, Jackson Pollock expert. (C: Bob Simon - P: Katherine Davis) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  08-07-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A new teacher was found drunk and without pants inside an Oklahoma high school classroom on the 

first day of work, according to affiliate station KHOU. Police arrested Lorie Hill after two teachers 

found her drunk and without pants in an empty classroom that she claimed for herself, KHOU 

reported. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  08-09-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Secrets of the River" - Mackenzie Cowell was a high school senior and aspiring model who was 

studying at a beauty school when she made a dinner date with her father, Reid, in February 2010. 

Mackenzie never made dinner, and Reid received a call from police saying his daughter's car was 

found abandoned on a ranch, 40 miles from their home in Wenatchee, Washington. Four days later 

Mackenzie was found dead along the banks of the Columbia River. She had been strangled, stabbed 

and beaten. Investigators looked at a list of potential suspects, including her boyfriend, who failed 

part of a lie-detector test, though he had a solid alibi. They talked to her parents, who had gone 

through a bitter divorce. And police talked to her mother's boyfriend, with whom she had tangled with 

in the past. Liz Reid, a police informant, came forward claiming to have seen the actual murder on 

videotape -- shot by the killers. However as the task force began to investigate this, a tip came in 

about Chris Wilson, a classmate of Mackenzie's from the Academy of Hair Design. After police 

linked DNA at the crime scene to Wilson, he was charged with her murder. Wilson claimed he was 

innocent and his mother hired attorney John Henry Browne. Police dismissed Liz Reid's story after 

she changed it several times and they did not find a video. When the task force searched the 

apartment that Wilson lived in during the time of the murder, they found a stain which tested positive 

for Mackenzie's DNA. Prior to the trial, D.A. Gary Reisen made Wilson an offer -- plead guilty to 

manslaughter and serve only six-and-half years in prison -- but Wilson turned it down and the trial 

began. Fearing an unfair trial after the jury questionnaires came back believing Wilson was guilty, 

Chris Wilson accepted a new plea deal -- fourteen years in prison in exchange for agreeing to these 

words: "...I also did recklessly cause the death of Mackenzie Cowell by strangulation and by stabbing 

her with a knife." Chris Wilson believes he was framed by law enforcement. On screen text graphic: 

Christopher Wilson may be eligible for release from prison in 2023. He will be 42 years old. Former 

police informant Liz Reid recently received a scholarship to attend the University of Washington. 

Update for the 06/08/13 rebroadcast: Less than a year after the plea deal, Wilson filed a motion to 

withdraw the guilty plea, stating he did not fully understand the consequences of how much time he 

would spend in prison. On screen text graphic for 06/08/13 rebroadcast: Late yesterday, an appeals 

judge denied Wilson's motion to withdraw his guilty plea. He said Wilson provided no evidence he 

misunderstood the plea deal he signed. Chris Wilson's earliest possible release date remains August 

2023. He will be 42 years old. On screen text graphic for the 08/09/14 rebroadcast: An appeals judge 

denied Wilson's motion to withdraw his guilty plea. He said Wilson provided no evidence he 

misunderstood the plea deal he signed. Wilson's earliest possible release date remains August 2023. 

He will be forty-two years old. Interviewed: Reid Cowell, Mackenzie's father; Sandy Francis, Reid's 

fiancée; Joaquin Villasano, Mackenzie's boyfriend; Detective John Kruse, Wenatchee Police Dept.; 

Robbin Wagg, Douglas County Chief Deputy; Liz Reid, police informant; Wendy Cowell, 

Mackenzie's mother; Christopher Wilson, Mackenzie's classmate; Jefferson Robbins, investigative 

reporter, The Wenatchee World, CBS News consultant; Kathleen Zornes, Wilson's mother; Amelia 

Savage, Wilson's best friend; John Henry Browne, Wilson's attorney; Emma Scanlon, Wilson's 

attorney; Gary Reisen, prosecutor; Emmanuel "Buddah" Cerros, accused by Liz Reid of Mackenzie's 

murder. (C: Peter Van Sant - P: James Stolz) 



TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  08-10-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Case of Alex Rodriguez" - a report on the details of the evidence involved in the full season 

suspension of New York Yankees slugger Alex Rodriguez for perceived use of banned performance 

enhancing substances. Major League Baseball (MLB) has suspended the third baseman for all of next 

season, which is the longest doping suspension to date. There is no positive drug test for Rodriguez 

and he has repeatedly denied ever using performance-enhancing drugs during the years he played in 

New York. Major League Baseball's chief witness against him, Anthony (Tony) Bosch, founder of the 

former Florida clinic, Biogenesis, says he injected Rodriguez with banned substances and shared text 

messages from Blackberry "BBM" messages as confirmation. Includes interviews with: Anthony 

Bosch; Rob Manfred, chief operating officer of MLB; and Joe Tacopina, Rodriguez's attorney. 

Incudes an excerpt from a radio interview with Rodriguez on WFAN by Mike Francesa. (See also: 

"A-Rod", OAD: 12/16/07) (C: Scott Pelley - € " Producers for Part I: Michael Radutzky, Andrew 

Bast, Emily Rand; Producers for Part II: Michael Radutzky, Emily Rand, Andrew Bast) DOUBLE 

LENGTH SEGMENT 

TIME AND DURATION:  8:00-9:00 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  08-12-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A Fayetteville man faces an attempted capital murder charge after police say he tried to stab an 

officer after being shocked by a Taser. Jason Clampit, 34, was arrested Tuesday on suspicion of 

attempted capital murder of a police officer. He was apprehended while traveling to Dallas to evade 

arrest following the incident, according to the Fayetteville Police Department. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  08-15-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The fired Fayetteville police officer accused of raping a woman while on duty received five years’ 

probation Friday in a plea deal with prosecutors, according to the Washington County Prosecutor’s 

Office. Jamison Stiles pleaded guilty to one count of second-degree sexual assault, along with one 

count of release or disclosure of official documents to unauthorized persons. He will be required to 

register as a sex offender, as part of the plea deal, according to prosecutors. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  08-16-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Fateful Connection" - a report on the investigation led by a determined detective to solve a 30-year-

old cold case involving two young women who went missing in Florida, in 1982. Amy Hurst and 

Wendy Huggy did not know each other. Hurst and her new husband, Bill Hurst, had recently moved 

to Pasco County, Florida, leaving her two young children in the care of relatives in Michigan. Then 

she just disappeared. Sixteen-year-old Wendy Huggy lived with her grandparents in Pasco County, 

and went to a party and she never returned home. A fisherman found a body floating in the Gulf of 

Mexico, wrapped in a homemade afghan, but identification proved difficult. There was no connection 

made to either woman, although Hurst's husband was immediately viewed as a suspect in her 

disappearance -- but he too disappeared, and both cases languished for decades. Detective Lisa 

Schoneman, a member of the cold case unit, stepped in and a new investigation began. In 2009, Amy 

Hurst's son discovered significant evidence about the afghan, through the Doe Network, and a body in 

a Tampa, Florida potter's field once thought to be Wendy Huggy's was examined. In 2011, it was 

determined to be that of Amy Hurst. Investigation led to her husband, Bill Hurst, who was in 

Kentucky. Police were able to get Hurst into custody, and he was indicted on first degree murder 

charges -- he was found guilty. Detective Schoneman says she will keep trying to find Wendy Huggy. 

On-screen text graphic: William Hurst will be 85 when he becomes eligible for parole. On screen text 

graphic for the 08/16/14 rebroadcast: William Hurst is appealing his conviction. Hurst will be eighty-

five when he becomes eligible for parole. Interviewed: Pasco County (FL) Sheriff's Office Detective 



Lisa Schoneman; Wendy Huggy's aunt and uncle Patti Spragg and Robert Richards; Angelyn Chester, 

a friend of Wendy Huggy's mother; Coast Guard member Greg Stout; Amy Hurst's niece, Laura 

Shampine, her son and daughter Lisa Stewart and Jeff Earley, and her sister Sharon Nijhof; Elmer 

Kruze, a neighbor of Bill Hurst's; Dawson Spring, Kentucky Police Captain Craig Patterson. (C: 

Susan Spencer - P: Tom Seligson) 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:00-8:00 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  08-16-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Blue River Murder" - a report on the investigation into the 2010 death of Stephanie Roller, a 

Colorado mother of three who allegedly went for a walk during a blizzard and was later found dead in 

a nearby river. According to Roller's husband, Dale Bruner, she packed up her laptop and headed out 

for a walk during a blizzard. He waited 11 hours before calling police to report her missing. Friends, 

as well as the police, found the story strange. Three days later, she was found dead in the Blue River, 

the victim of a brutal murder: she had been badly beaten and was still alive when thrown into the 

water. The police investigation uncovered: a marriage on the brink of collapse, Stephanie's emotional 

affair with Ron Holthaus, and her concerns for her safety and that of her children. Police had three 

suspects - the jilted husband, the married boyfriend and the boyfriend's jealous wife. Ultimately, the 

focus turned to Dale Bruner as the chief suspect when information was discovered regarding his dark, 

violent side, and eight months later he was arrested for the murder of his wife. In 2012, he was 

convicted at trial. On screen text graphic: Dale Bruner will be eligible for parole in 2072. He would 

be 110 years old. On screen text graphic for the 08/16/14 rebroadcast: Dale Bruner will be eligible for 

parole in 2017. He would be one hundred and nine years old. Interviewed: Dale Bruner; Police 

Officer Theresa Barger; friends of Stephanie Roller, Jennifer and Mike Voxakis; Bruner's best friend, 

Brad Olivanti; District Attorney Mark Hurlbert; Colorado Bureau of Investigation Agent Gene Sadar; 

Bruner’s defense attorney Rob Bernhardt; and Jodi Eberhardt, former girlfriend of Dale Bruner. (C: 

Tracy Smith - P: Liza Finley) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  08-22-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Rogers Police Department is seeking the identity of two suspects who are accused of using a lost 

or stolen credit card, according to a post on their Facebook page. They used a stolen or lost credit card 

to purchase $450 worth of merchandise at the Walmart at 2110 W. Walnut St., police said. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  08-30-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Spies, Lies & Secrets" - a report about the death of Shane Todd, a brilliant, high-tech engineer at a 

Singapore company who, according to his parents, was murdered because he was unwilling to share 

secrets that could harm the United States. But, to the police in Singapore, he was just an American 

who committed suicide. In 2012, Todd, then a research engineer at the Institute of Microelectronics 

(IME), was found dead in his Singapore apartment. His parents believe he was killed because he was 

unwilling to go along with a plan to share cutting-edge American technology with China. He was 

scheduled to leave Singapore in a matter of days when he was found dead. Journalist and 48 HOURS 

consultant Ray Bonner, who broke the story in London's Financial Times, says police made mistakes 

in the investigation, and that he is quite surprised, because Singapore is a sophisticated place. With 

pressure mounting, Singapore expanded a coroner's inquest into Shane Todd's death. In all, seventy 

witnesses testified over the course of ten days of testimony. The state's coroner ruled that the cause of 

death was suicide by hanging. He also found nothing legally wrong with the IME - Huawei 

relationship, yet determined that the meeting Shane's boss had with IME colleagues was "improper, 

but not witness tampering." Shane's family feel betrayed, and plan on taking their quest for truth to 

Washington, pressing for a congressional investigation and a meeting with President Obama. On 

Screen Text Graphic: The Todds are expecting their first grandchild. He will be named Truman. On 

screen text graphic for the 08/30/14 rebroadcast: Mary Todd has written a book about the family’s 

ongoing quest to prove their son was murdered. Interviewed: Shane Todd's parents, Mary and Rick 

Todd; his brothers Chet, John and Dylan Todd; journalist/48 HOURS consultant Ray Bonner; Shane's 



girlfriend Shirley Sarmiento; neighbor Michael Goodwin; certified forensic computer analyst Ashraf 

Massoud; Dr. Edward Adelstein, chief of pathology, VA Hospital, Columbia, Missouri. (C: Peter Van 

Sant - € " P: Paul LaRosa, Allen Alter, Ryan N. Smith) 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  08-31-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Pink Panthers" - € " a report on the most successful gang of diamond and art thieves in the 

world, dubbed by Interpol, the global police organization based in Lyon, France, as the "Pink 

Panthers" because of their glamorous and audacious heists. The group is made up mostly of ex-

Yugoslavs, many who fought in the Serbian Special Forces during the Bosnian wars, and who use 

their military discipline and expert planning to execute the robberies. Includes interviews with Ron 

Noble, secretary general of Interpol; Andrea Scholz, risk prevention consultant; Jan Glassey, Swiss 

Detective; Patrick Peys, chief inspector of Antwerp Diamond Squad and a semi-retired Pink Panther 

who identified himself as Filip. (C: Bob Simon - P: Katherine Davis) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00-7:00 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  09-06-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Lina's Heart" - A beautiful wife is suddenly dead. Would a twin really know if his brother was a 

killer? 48 Hours correspondent Erin Moriarty investigates. 

TIME AND DURATION:  8:00-9:00 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  09-06-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Death at Cottonwood Creek" - Did a loving wife slip and fall off a cliff while posing for a snapshot 

or did her husband want more than a good picture? 48 Hours correspondent Peter Van Sant 

investigates. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:00  10:00 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-09-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Police are looking for a suspect they say walked into a Springdale Hardee’s with a gun Monday (Sept. 

8) night and robbed the fast-food restaurant. Authorities responded around 8:53 p.m. to 401 S. 

Thompson St. after eyewitnesses said a man walked into the Hardee’s with what appeared to be a 

gun. The suspect fled the scene with cash in a bag, police said. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:02 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-11-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A homeless Fayetteville man threatened to cut his girlfriend’s head off on Tuesday (Sept. 9), police 

say Police talked to the victim at 9:20 a.m. on Wednesday (Sept. 10), and she said that her boyfriend, 

Jody Drain, 48, of Fayetteville had threatened to kill her and cut her head off, according to court 

documents. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  09-12-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Blade Runner: The Verdict" - "48 Hours" goes inside the Oscar Pistorius case as experts and those 

closest to the Olympic sprinter react to a judge's ruling  

TIME AND DURATION:  7:00-8:00 PM, 1 hour 

 



PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  09-13-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Loved to Death" - Lauren Astley was a popular teen; her ex-boyfriend, Nathaniel Fujita, a football 

star. Their breakup was intense - and she's dead. "48 Hours" correspondent Tracy Smith investigates. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:47-10:47 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  09-14-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: FBI agents tell Steve Kroft about their 16-year search of Boston mobster Whitey Bulger. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:50-7:50 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  09-20-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "A Raging Son" - A Weight Watchers executive is murdered by her Wall Street lawyer boyfriend. 

Did his mother's neglect 30 years ago push him to kill? Troy Roberts investigates. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:00 - 10:00 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  09-21-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Biggest IRS Scam Around: Identity Tax Refund Fraud" - Con artists have been filing bogus tax 

returns, which has cost the U.S. Treasury billions of dollars in fraudulent tax refunds. Steve Kroft 

finds out how far the scam has gone and why the IRS hasn't been able to stop it. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:04-8:04 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  09-27-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Paradise Lost" - A Costa Rican paradise turns into a house of horror. How did a Wall Street 

millionaire end up shot dead in his bedroom? 48 Hours correspondent Susan Spencer investigates. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 Hour 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00am 

DATE AIRED:  09-30-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The body of a central Arkansas realtor who went missing after showing a home Thursday (Sept. 25) 

has been found, and the suspect in the case has been charged. Beverly Carter’s body was found early 

Tuesday morning (Sept. 30) in a shallow grave, according to the Pulaski County Sheriff’s 

Department. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:01 a.m. 2 min 

 

 

CONSUMER 

Economy, Fuel Economy, Fraud, Finance, Prescription Drug Savings 
 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  07-20-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Choosing between traditional and Roth IRAs doesn't have to be tricky. Personal Finance Reporter 

Sharon Epperson explains how to pick the one right for you and reveals why taxes aren't always the 

deciding factor. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  07-27-2014 



PROGRAM SUMMARY: The iconic Caped-Crusader turns 75. Comic book characters are saving the day in Hollywood where 

superheroes loom large profits. From this year's Comic Con convention, DC Comics Co-Publishers 

Dan Didio and Jim Lee talk about the serious business of comics and the value of a superhero. Are 

you in the market for a new car? Personal Finance Reporter Sharon Epperson is at the driver's seat 

and explains whether choosing lease a car or purchase outright is the better option for you. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  08-01-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The U.S. Department of Agriculture announced new regulations on Thursday (July 31) concerning 

the safety of workers in poultry plants and processing line speeds, according to a news release. One of 

the biggest announcements to come out of the regulations is that processing lines in poultry plants 

will continue to run at current speeds and will not increase, as originally proposed in 2012, the release 

states. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:17 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  08-03-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Cajun Ketchup" - a report on the first family of hot sauce, the McIlhenny clan, and how they have 

perfected the formula for making their signature Tabasco pepper sauce, which is exported around the 

world. Five generations of McIlhenny's have adhered to a hundred and fifty years of tradition by 

creating Tabasco on their privately owned Avery Island, in the bayous of Louisiana. Includes 

interviews with the following McIlhenny Company employees: Tony Simmons, CEO; Harold "Took" 

Osborn, Senior Vice President; and Coy Boutte, warehouse manager. (See also: "Hot Spot," OAD: 

02/03/13 on CBS NEWS SUNDAY MORNING; Correspondent: Bill Geist - Producer: David 

Rothman) (C: Dr. Sanjay Gupta - P: Sumi Aggarwal) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  08-03-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: On the Money is a half-hour series that brings viewers the latest in market and economic news that 

impacts their money. This week's show featured: Dan Greenhaus, Chief Global Strategist of BTIG; 

Heidi Moore, US Finance & Economics Editor of The Guardian; Mark Bertolini, Chairman & CEO 

of Aetna; Donna Rosatom, Senior Writer at Money Magazine; and Sharon Epperson, Personal 

Finance Reporter. Is America's prosperity tied to engaging its poorest citizens? Operation HOPE 

Founder John Hope Bryant explains how rebuilding the path to the middle class for the poor could 

create a stronger economy for all. New SEC regulations could change your savings strategy. Personal 

Finance Reporter Sharon Epperson shares what's new with money market funds and whether a money 

market fund or money market account is the safest place for your cash. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  08-10-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "GoPro" - a report on GoPro, a small, wearable, and waterproof camera that can go just about 

anywhere. GoPro has become the bestselling camera in the world and the go-to camera for people 

who like adventure and action sports. Includes interviews with Nick Woodman, avid surfer, founder 

and CEO of GoPro; and Eric Terrill, scientist. (C: Anderson Cooper - P: David Schneider) 

TIME AND DURATION:  8:00-9:00 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  08-17-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 10-year Treasury's hit their lowest yield in more than a year this week after ongoing unrest in the 

Ukraine and fears about consumer spending weighed on the markets. Is a larger pullback underway? 

Morgan Stanley Senior Economist Ellen Zentner and Allianz Global Investors U.S. Head of 



Investments Kristina Hooper sound off on weak retail sales, geopolitical tensions in Europe and 

investing alternatives. Millions of parents are hitting the stores for back-to-school shopping, now the 

second biggest retail season after Christmas. TeacherLists.com Founder Tim Sullivan reveals what 

they're buying and why they'll be spending more money than ever this year. It's as easy as A-B-C, yet 

one in six American teens aren't proficient in financial literacy. Personal Finance Reporter Sharon 

Epperson takes your kids to school on the money do's and don'ts for every age. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 3 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  08-24-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Data Brokers" - an investigation into the private companies that collect, analyze and package the 

personal information of millions of Americans. By using someone's online internet searches, credit 

card purchases and government records, data brokers have been creating profiles of individuals and 

selling it as a commodity to each other, to advertisers and the U.S. government. Includes interviews 

with Julie Brill, Federal Trade Commissioner; Tim Sparapani, VP of Law, Policy and Government 

Relations at Application Develops Alliance; Ashkan Soltani, digital privacy expert and Bryan 

Kennedy, chairman and CEO of Epsilon. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Graham Messick, Maria Gavrilovic) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00-7:00 PM, 1 segment 

 

 

EDUCATION 

School Funding, Disabilities, Public Education 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00am 

DATE AIRED:  08-14-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Teachers with the Greenwood School District will be honored tonight (August 14) during the annual 

Teacher Appreciation Banquet. The all-day event is put on by the Greenwood Chamber of 

Commerce. Thousands of dollars’ worth of prizes, donated by over 50 different area businesses and 

sponsors, will be raffled away to teachers. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:05 a.m. 2 min 

 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

Recycling, Pollution, Air & Water Quality 
 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  07-06-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Volcano" - a report on three of the earth's active volcanoes: Eyjafjallajokull in Iceland, Vesuvius in 

southern Italy and the super volcano beneath Yellowstone National Park in the United States. 

Includes interviews with volcanologists Haraldur Sigurdsson, Mike Sheridan and Giuseppe 

Mastrolorenzo. Also includes comments by 60 MINUTES cameraman Aaron Tomlinson. (C: Scott 

Pelley - P: Nicole Young) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  07-22-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A popular fishing spot in a local park is filled with unwanted green residue. The muck has some 

concerned. Cody Reed fishes at Carol Ann Cross Park in Fort Smith. “Yeah it’s pretty nasty,” Reed 

said when describing the algae in the water. “Yeah it’s horrible.” As people around the park said they 

want to see the mess cleaned up, Fort Smith park directors said they have a plan to do so. “We’ve had 

the lake studied by our utilities department they’ve tested the water,” director Mike Alsup said. Alsup 

said geese and fertilizers from the lawns in nearby neighborhoods are to blame. Experts said geese 

can produce up two pounds of waste a day. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:10 p.m. :45 sec 

 



PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  07-27-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "ALMA" - a report on the observatory in the Atacama Desert in Northern Chile known as the 

Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array, ALMA for short. ALMA is the $1.3 billion radio 

telescope which deciphers wave lengths of light--colors really--that the human eye cannot see, and 

gives scientists a window on parts of the universe that are otherwise invisible, such as the actual birth 

of planets and stars. It is the most ambitious astronomical project on earth. Includes interviews with 

Pierre Cox, ALMA's director; Alison Peck, physicist overseeing ALMA's construction; Stuart Corder, 

ALMA’s deputy director and Chilean physicist Eduardo Hardy, ALMA's director of North American 

operations. (C: Bob Simon - P: Michael H. Gavshon, David M. Levine) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  07-27-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Nile Crocodile" - a report on Africa's Nile crocodile. Includes an underwater dive in Botswana's 

Okavango Delta with wildlife filmmakers Brad Bestelink and his wife, Andy Crawford. The 

crocodiles are experienced up close in their natural habitat. Also includes an interview with Dr. Adam 

Britton, Australian zoologist. (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Michael H. Gavshon, Paul Bellinger) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at Noon 

DATE AIRED:  08-06-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Wister Lake is the source of drinking water for most of LeFlore County as well as parts of Latimer 

and Haskell Counties. “In the summertime like this, in a lot of our lakes around here, and in Lake Erie 

when you got a lot of phosphorous, it favors blue-green algae over other kinds of algae,” Steve 

Patterson, PH.D. Restoration Ecologist said. This can produce toxins, which was what was seen 

Saturday in Toledo, Ohio. Now ecologists are working to combat any algae threats closer to home. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12:03 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  08-24-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "3 Years Later" - a report on the aftermath of the March 11, 2011, earthquake and tsunami in 

Fukushima, Japan, which caused a nuclear accident at the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear power plant, 

generating a radiation crisis in the surrounding areas, now uninhabitable. The report focuses on the 

town of Okuma, where Norio Kimura is still searching for the remains of his seven-year-old daughter, 

Yuna Kimura. Cleanup is estimated to take thirty to forty years. Includes interviews with Norio 

Kimura and his mother, Tomeo Kimura (through translator), former Okuma residents; Yoichi 

Funabashi, chairman of the Rebuild Japan Initiative Foundation and Lake Barrett, nuclear engineer. 

Also includes comments by various unidentified children who used to live in Okuma. (C: Bob Simon 

- P: David Schneider) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00-7:00 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  08-24-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Return of the Humpback" - a report on the ongoing effort to save the endangered humpback whale, 

focusing on two individuals. Activist and co-founder of Greenpeace, Paul Watson intervenes with 

what he considers illegal activity by the Japanese and a few others because they are still harpooning 

whales, even though commercial whaling is banned by international agreement. Nan Hauser, a marine 

biologist, spends her days swimming with and researching whales via small satellite transmitters in 

Rarotonga, of the Cook Islands. Includes interviews with: Paul Watson, founder of the Sea Shepherd 

Conservation Society; Nan Hauser, marine biologist. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. Anderson, Daniel 

Ruetenik) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00-7:00 PM, 1 segment 

 



PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-03-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The city of Fayetteville is selling human waste as fertilizer, as a way to keep waste out of landfills, 

and keep up with the high demand of local farmers. Every day, Fayetteville’s two wastewater 

treatment plants take 2-3 trucks of solid waste to the Biosolid Management Site in south Fayetteville. 

The human waste is brought in on semi-trailers and then poured into one of the six solar houses to 

dry. After a week, the mostly dry material is put into a thermal dryer powered by natural gas to 

complete the drying process and kill human pathogens. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  09-07-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Is BP backpedaling on a settlement with oil spill victims, or are some Gulf Coast businesses 

exploiting BP. Pat Juneau, the lawyer who is administering the fund, explains an unusual aspect of 

BP's controversial class action settlement. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  09-07-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "2010: The Deepwater Horizon disaster" - In 2010, while oil spewed into the Gulf of Mexico, Scott 

Pelley investigated the Deepwater Horizon oil rig explosion that killed 11. One survivor, Mike 

Williams, told the story of his harrowing escape from the burning rig. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

 

HEALTH 

Healthy Lifestyle, Heart Health, Health and Safety Tips, Prescription Drugs, New Medical Findings 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00am 

DATE AIRED:  07-24-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Doctors are seeing an increase in patients seeking treatment for brown recluse bites, including some 

who tried at-home remedies that did more harm than good, according to affiliate station KTHV. The 

venomous bites usually heal well if left alone, said Dr. Donna Seger, medical director of the 

Tennessee Poison Center. However, she warned that people can react differently to the bites. A lesion 

accompanied by a fever, rash and muscle pain can be life-threatening, especially in children, she said. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:06 a.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  08-03-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Dr. Tom Frieden, Director, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (4); Dr. Jon 

LaPook, CBS News Chief Medical Correspondent (5); Valarie Jarrett, Senior Advisor, White House 

(7); Michael Bloomberg, former Mayor, New York, NY (7) Guest Moderator: Norah O'Donnell, Co-

Host, CBS THIS MORNING 4) Topics include: the return of Dr. Kent Brantly, who was in Liberia 

when he contracted the Ebola virus, to Emory University Hospital in Atlanta / the condition of Dr. 

Brantly's family, who visited him in Liberia / how the Ebola virus spreads / concern over the safety 

measures at the CDC, given recent examples of the CDC mishandling anthrax, smallpox, and avian 

flu samples. 5) Topics include: high level of fear of an outbreak in the United States / how the Ebola 

virus spreads / lack of infection control and mistrust of doctors in Africa / possible Ebola vaccine set 

for trials in September. 7) Topics include: upcoming U.S.-Africa Leaders’ Summit / assurance that 

the necessary protocols for screening the Ebola virus will be observed for travelers arriving from 

countries impacted by the Ebola outbreak / goals for the summit / China's increase in foreign aid and 

trade with in the African continent; collapse of the most recent cease-fire between Israel and Hamas / 

reaction to the air strike of a school in Gaza, killing children / Israel's right to defend itself. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 3 segments 

 



PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  08-10-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Dr. Keiji Fukuda, World Health Organization (WHO) (6) 6) Topics include: latest update on 

the Ebola virus outbreak in the West African countries of Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Nigeria / 

WHO's position that no need exists for a general ban on travel or trade. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  08-31-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "90+" - a report on the fastest-growing segment of the U.S. population, the "oldest old" -- people who 

live to 90 or above. A landmark study, aptly titled "The 90+ Study", involved thousands of members 

in a southern California retirement community, formerly known as Leisure World and now its own 

city, Laguna Woods. The findings, which have been collected since 1981, are revealing factors that 

may contribute to living longer, such as moderate alcohol consumption and exercise. A primary focus 

of the study is dementia and Alzheimer's disease and a recent discovery of microscopic strokes in the 

brain called micro infarcts might reveal a cause of dementia. Includes interviews with study 

participants: Jane Whistler, Ted Rosenbaum, Lou Tirado, Ruthy Stahl, Sid Shero, Louise Bigelow, 

Henry Tornell and Helen Weil; Dr. Claudia Kawas, neurologist and professor at UC Irvine; and Dr. 

Ronald Kim, neuropathologist. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein, Jennie Held) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00-7:00 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  09-14-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Nowhere to Go: Mentally Ill Youth in Crisis" - Scott Pelley reports on severe shortcomings in the 

state of mental health care for young people in the U.S. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:50-7:50 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-16-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Fayetteville School District is working with state health officials after two high school students 

were diagnosed with chickenpox, according to a statement released Monday by the district. New 

vaccine regulations state students who have been exposed to chickenpox at school and have not had 

the second dose of the varicella vaccine must be withheld from school for 21 days. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:00 p.m. :30 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  09-28-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Africa Mercy" - An update on the world's largest civilian hospital ship and how it is being utilized 

for the Ebola outbreak. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-30-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has confirmed the first case of diagnosed Ebola 

virus in United States. The patient, still not identified, was admitted on Monday to an isolation unit at 

Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital Dallas to be tested for Ebola. He was exhibiting symptoms and 

had recently been traveling in West Africa, according to a statement released by Texas Health 

Resources.  

TIME AND DURATION:  5:00 p.m. :30 sec 

 

 

ECONOMY 

New Housing, Business Development, Wages, Employment 



 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  07-06-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: On the Money is a half-hour series that brings viewers the latest in market and economic news that 

impacts their money. This week's show featured: Paul McCulley, Chief Economist at PIMCO; Paul 

Ingrassia, Managing Editor for Reuters; Jessica Caldwell, Senior Analyst AT Edmunds.com; Janet 

Guyon, Editor in Chief of thestreet.com; and Sharon Epperson, Personal Finance Correspondent.  

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  07-13-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Europe's most recent bank solvency concern in Portugal is a possibly isolated incident, that raises 

questions about the health of the European financial system, says Michael Fredericks of Manager of 

BlackRock Portfolio. The multi-asset income fund he manages has more than $8 billion. Following 

Taylor Swift's Wall Street Journal editorial on the state of profits in music, Vox.com's Nilay Patel and 

Rolling Stone contributor Alan Light weigh in on the money to be made in an industry starkly 

changed by technology and evolving consumer tastes. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  07-16-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The new Wal-Mart Neighborhood Market in Pea Ridge opened Wednesday, July 16 following a 

ribbon cutting. The 41,000-square-foot store is located at 240 Slack St. and will be open 24 hours a 

day, seven days a week. “We’ve got a lot of associates making sure that the counters are clean, 

everything is pulled forward and everything is looking nice,” said Store Manager Scott McMillan, 

who started his Walmart career in 2005 as an assistant manager trainee. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  07-20-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen's testimony, Ukraine concerns and peak earnings season 

dominated the markets this week. How should you invest with so much activity? Nuveen Asset 

Management Chief Equity Strategist Bob Doll weighs in navigating the market turmoil. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  08-02-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: People working in retail have had their hands full this tax free weekend, with locals swarming stores 

to save ten percent on back-to-school items. “We will look at our sales history from last year and 

compare it to last year and see how much we want to increase,” Sears Manager Karen Nelson said. 

She said they had to bring ten extra associates to make sure every customer is taken care of, as well as 

call their supplies months ago to prepare for the tax free holiday. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:00 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  08-03-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "China's Real Estate Bubble" - an examination of the precarious state of the Chinese residential real 

estate industry, where overbuilding and massive investment by the emerging middle class have 

resulted in a housing bubble that may be about to burst. Includes interviews with Gillem Tulloch, 

Hong Kong-based financial analyst; Wang Shi, CEO of Vanke real estate; Anne Stevenson-Yang, 

managing principal, J Capital Research. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00 - 7:00 PM, 1 segment 

 



PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  08-24-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The S&P 500 keeps setting new records, the Nasdaq hits 14 year highs and Dow travels above 

17,000. What happened to the geopolitical worries of the past week, and what impact will this 

weekend's Fed Retreat in Jackson Hole have? Holland and Company Chairman Mike Holland talks 

about how global events are actually supporting US markets, and why he thinks there's more room to 

run. If you're thinking retirement, but aren't sure exactly where to put your money, target-date 

retirement funds might be right for you. Personal Finance Correspondent Sharon Epperson explains 

the strengths and weakness of these "set it and forget it" funds, and whether they're right for you. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at Noon 

DATE AIRED:  08-29-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Tyson Foods is eliminating some jobs in Northwest Arkansas and elsewhere, a company spokesman 

said on Friday (Aug. 29). “We are currently eliminating some positions,” Dan Fogleman, Tyson 

spokesman, said in a statement. “While the number of people affected is small, we don’t take such a 

decision lightly. Those affected will be treated respectfully. We’ll also make sure they’re aware of 

other open jobs in the company.” 

TIME AND DURATION:  12:20 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  08-31-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The markets' melt-up is ending August on a steamy note. Will this be a September to remember? 

Wells Capital Management's Jim Paulsen and JP Morgan Funds' David Kelly weigh in on the bull 

run, geopolitical events and what they're telling investors to do now. The big job of keeping 

Americans working is someone's got to do it. Labor Secretary Tom Perez talks jobs, salaries and how 

to keep up in the global economy. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  09-07-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: On the Money is a half-hour series that brings viewers the latest in market and economic news that 

impacts their money. This week’s show featured: Christine Short, Director of Global Markets 

Intelligence at S&P Capital IQ; Mike Santoli, Senior Columnist at Yahoo Finance; Arik Hesseldahl, 

Senior Editor of Re/code; Brian Bordainick, Co-Founder & CEO of Dinner Lab; and Beth Kobliner, 

Personal Finance Expert & Author. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00am 

DATE AIRED:  09-10-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: City leaders and store officials will celebrate the grand opening of a new Wal-Mart Neighborhood 

Market today (Sept. 10) in Siloam Springs. The store is located at the intersection of S. Holly street 

and Highway 412. Officials say it will bring up to 95 jobs to the city. Store Manager Billy 

Cunningham says the store will provide customers with a different type of selection than they 

normally would not find at a Wal-Mart Supercenter. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:05 a.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  09-14-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Rising Treasury yields and a stronger dollar made investors wary this week. Are the markets headed 

for a correction? TIAA-CREF Head of Global Equity Research Saira Malik and "The End of Normal" 

author James Galbraith weigh in on a market pullback, next week's FOMC meeting and how to hedge 

rising rates. Who knew amore and algorithms were a match made in heaven? OKCupid.com President 

and Co-Founder Christian Rudder reveals what he's learned about his lovelorn customers online and 



what it says about who they are offline. The big Apple gets even bigger. Between the tech giant's new 

iPhones, smart watch and mobile payment system, can the company's latest products entice customers 

back to its world? CNET.com Senior Editor Dan Ackerman breaks down the fruits of Apple's labor 

and whether CEO Tim Cook truly thought differently. Retiring rich might be as easy as changing 

your zip code. Personal Finance Correspondent Sharon Epperson explains the pros and cons of 

staying put versus moving on. Plus, the 5 best cities for retirees! 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 30 minutes 

 

 

MILITARY 

Iraq Departures, Arrivals, National Guard 
 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  07-13-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "America's Missile Fields" - a report on U.S. nuclear missile control centers with a focus on 

Wyoming's F.E. Warren Air Force Base "missileers", officers who work in the control centers that 

would launch Minuteman III missiles. The report also draws attention to past mishaps that nearly lead 

to accidental nuclear detonations on U.S. soil during the Cold War, as investigated by author Eric 

Schlosser for his book, "Command and Control". The Air Force is making improvements after recent 

scandals involving test-cheating and drug possession implication in addition to improving aging 

launch control centers and missile silos. Includes interviews with: Air Force Colonel Carl Jones; Air 

Force Major General Jack Weinstein; Eric Schlosser, author; and F.E. Warren Air Force Base 

missileers: Chaz Demerath, Dana Meyers, Daniel Sharp, Claire Reynolds, Melissa Matuu, Brandon 

Castillo and Jennifer Leute. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Andy Court) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  07-20-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Rescue" - an interview / profile of John Riordan, who in 1975 was an assistant bank manager at a 

Saigon, South Vietnam Citibank. During the fall of Saigon at the end of the war, Riordan assisted in 

the escape of 105 Vietnamese colleagues and their families by convincing the American military that 

they were his own family. Includes interviews with: John Riordan, Citibank manager; Cuc Pham-Vo 

and Chi Vu, coworkers of Riordan; and various unidentified Citibank coworkers of Riordan. (C: 

Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  08-17-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Health Wagon" - a report on nurse practitioners who are providing healthcare to the uninsured 

working poor in Appalachia, specifically six counties in southwestern Virginia. These patients are 

unable to pay for the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare), but are overqualified for Medicaid. The 

Health Wagon, which runs mostly on federal grants and corporate and private donations, is their only 

viable option. Includes interviews with nurse practitioners aboard the Health Wagon: Teresa Gardner 

and Paula Meade; Dr. Joe Smiddy, a lung specialist and the Health Wagon's volunteer medical 

director; and patients Glenda Moore (who died 3 months after the interview), Sissy Cantrell, Brittany 

Phipps and Walter Laney. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun Morehouse) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00-7:00 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  09-21-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The weapons the Kurds want from Washington - Iraq's Kurds need more weapons to fight ISIS, but 

Kurdish official Masrour Barzani says the Iraqi government may stand in the way. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:04-8:04 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 



DATE AIRED:  09-21-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Threat of Regional War" - The civil war in Syria and the conflict in Iraq may just be the 

beginning, according to former Army intelligence officer Derek Harvey. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:04-8:04 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  09-28-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: CBS News' Holly Williams reports from Erbil on how American allies and foes are reacting to U.S. 

air strikes against jihadists in Iraq and Syria. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment  

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  09-28-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Sen. Tim Kaine, D-Virginia, says President Obama should seek congressional authorization for U.S. 

military involvement in the fight against ISIS in Iraq and Syria. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment  

 

 

POLITICS 

Political Interviews, Gambling, Voter Registration, Foreign Policies 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  07-22-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The two gubernatorial candidates addressed the alcohol-sales issue in separate interviews after 

appearing on stage together at a candidate forum on July 22 in Springdale. Republican Asa 

Hutchinson and Democrat Mike Ross, told 5NEWS this week they think alcohol sales should be 

decided at the local level. The hour-long forum was hosted by the Arkansas Farm Bureau and 

5NEWS Managing Editor Larry Henry served as the forum moderator. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10-10:35 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00am 

DATE AIRED:  08-19-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: After nearly nine hours of public discussion, the Fayetteville City Council early Wednesday morning 

approved the controversial civil rights ordinance that drew hundreds of audience members from 

across the area. The ordinance passed 6-2 at 3:20 a.m., with aldermen Martin Schoppmeyer and Justin 

Tennant voting against the measure. The council meeting began at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday, but extended 

several hours because of the dozens of audience members who spoke during the public input section 

of the meeting. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:01 a.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-03-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Arkansas voters heading to the polls in November will get to decide whether The Natural State will 

get an increase in its minimum wage, according to a tweet from Arkansas Secretary of State Mark 

Martin. The initiative backed by the group Give Arkansas a Raise will appear on the Nov. 4 ballot, 

the tweet states. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-16-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: School Board President Tim Hudson staved off a challenge from a former teacher Tuesday night, as 

voters re-elected him to represent Fayetteville’s Zone 5. Hudson defeated former Fayetteville High 

School debate teacher Tim Hollis 144 votes (73 percent) to 53 votes (27 percent), according to the 



Washington County Election Commission’s vote totals. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:00 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  09-28-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Peter Baker, Michael Gerson, Kimberley Strassel, Ruth Marcus, and Michael Crowley discuss how 

Hillary Clinton's new granddaughter might affect her decision on a presidential bid. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment  

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-29-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Former President Bill Clinton is set to attend campaign rallies in Fayetteville and Rogers on Oct. 7, 

according to the Arkansas Democratic Party website. Clinton is scheduled to attend a rally in the 

morning on the University of Arkansas campus and then a second rally during the afternoon in 

Rogers.  

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05 p.m. :25 sec 

 

 

RACE 

Civil Rights, Black History, Indian Nation, Integration, EEO 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00am 

DATE AIRED:  09-19-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KFSM/KXNW Reporter Jocelyn Pruna was emcee for the luncheon of the 14th Annual Hispanic 

Women's Organization of Arkansas held in Springdale. The objectives of this year's conference 

include understanding diversity, promoting community leadership, and involvement. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00-7:00 AM, 1:00 min. 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00am 

DATE AIRED:  09-19-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A live report from The Hispanic Women's Organization of Arkansas (HWOA) as they host their 14th 

annual conference at the Jones Center in Springdale. Former U.S. Secretary of Commerce and 

Kellogg Co. CEO, Carlos Gutierrez, will deliver the keynote address. Gutierrez, an immigrant, 

worked his way up to become a member of President George W. Bush’s cabinet. Officials say the 

objectives of this year’s conference include understanding diversity, promoting community 

leadership, and involvement. 5NEWS Reporter Jocelyne Pruna emceed the luncheon. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 AM, 1:30 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-22-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Rep. John Bennett (R-Sallisaw) is a local state representative. He said he’s been asked to resign and 

even received death threats. This after the representative described Islam as a cancer and made other 

controversial remarks. “They accuse me of being what they truly are,” said Bennett. “They accuse me 

of me being a racist. They themselves are racists. Islam is all about racism. Islam is full of hatred.”• 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:10 p.m. :45 sec 

 

 

PUBLIC WELFARE 

Abortion, Alcohol Abuse, Abduction, Intervention, Safety Welfare 
 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  07-20-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Giving Pledge" - a report on The Giving Pledge, an effort created to help address society's most 



pressing problems by inviting the world's wealthiest individuals (billionaires) and their families to 

commit to giving more than half of their wealth to philanthropy or charitable causes, either during 

their lifetime or in their will. Includes interviews with the founding trio: Warren Buffett of Berkshire 

Hathaway, and Bill Gates, founder of Microsoft, and his wife Melinda Gates. Also includes 

comments by members Jeffrey Skoll, eBay's first president and film producer; investor Pete Peterson; 

Dr. Precious Moloi-Motsepe, wife of Patrice; Sara Blakely, entrepreneur and creator of the 

undergarment "Spanx"; and AOL founder Steve Case and his wife, Jean Case. South African mining 

mogul Patrice Motsepe and investor Nicolas Berggruen, members of the Giving Pledge, appeared on 

camera, but did not speak. Also features comments from Randall Lane, editor at Forbes Magazine. 

(C: Charlie Rose - P: Denise Schrier Cetta) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  07-27-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Help Wanted" - a report on Year Up, a nonprofit organization that runs a one-year, intensive training 

program that provides low-income adults, ages 18-24, with a combination of hands-on skills 

development, college credits and corporate internships. Includes interviews with Gerald Chertavian, 

Founder and CEO of Year Up; Jamie Dimon, CEO of JPMorgan Chase; Ken Chenault, CEO of 

American Express and Year Up graduates, Jonathan Garcia and Jay Hammonds. (C: Morley Safer - P: 

Katy Textor) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  08-24-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: From business leaders, to politicians to movie stars, the ALS ice-bucket challenge is a social media 

and charitable phenomenon. But is it really increasing awareness and giving, or is it just a fad? ALS 

Association Development Officer Lance Slaughter and Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisor's Melissa 

Berman explore whether the challenge really works and whether this viral campaign will change the 

way charities ask for, and get donations. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00am 

DATE AIRED:  09-05-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A boil order is in effect for those who live in the Lee Creek Rural Water District, after a water main 

broke Friday (Sept. 5) morning, officials say. According to Laurie Ree, Manager of the Lee Creek 

Rural Water District, crews were working on the line when the break occurred. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:06 a.m. :25 sec 

 

 

BUSINESS 

Business Profile, Stocks, Taxes, Bonds, etc. 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  07-01-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Fayetteville city council approved a proposal tonight that would allow the Walton Arts Center 

(WAC) to expand into facilities outside of its Dickson Street location. “It’s a great win for the city, 

it’s a great win for the region,” said Mayor Lioneld Jordan. “Whatever is good for Fayetteville is 

good for the region. And, what’s good for the region is good for the city,” Jordan said. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:00 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  07-09-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A Starbucks may soon open up along Wedington Drive in Fayetteville, according to site plans 

released by the city Tuesday (July 9). But locals were split on whether the national chain along the 



major roadway would hurt nearby smaller coffee shops. The site plans from Morrison-Shipley 

Engineers proposes the Starbucks coffee shop be placed in a 6,000-square-foot building near the 

Walmart Neighborhood Market on Black Forest Drive near Wedington Drive. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  07-13-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Americans may be drinking less beer, but their taste for craft beer produced by smaller, independent 

breweries is on the rise. Author of "The Craft Beer Revolution," Brooklyn Brewery co-founder Steve 

Hindy offers a taste of the big business in staying small. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  07-20-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: U.S. companies are seeking greener pastures overseas. Corporations are relocating their businesses to 

foreign soil for the lower tax rates, but what about "economic patriotism?" Former IRS Commissioner 

Doug Shulman and Center on Budget and Policy Priorities Senior Fellow Jared Bernstein debate 

corporations' obligation to their country and how to curb corporate inversions. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  07-30-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Stephens Media, owner of the Southwest Times Record, announced on Wednesday (July 30) that it 

would be moving all printing and mailroom operations from the Fort Smith and Van Buren 

production facilities to Springdale and Lowell, resulting in 37 layoffs. The move will “increase the 

color capacity of the newspapers and improve packaging and mailroom efficiency,” the report states. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:05 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  08-17-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Rigged" - a report on Michael Lewis' book, "Flash Boys: A Wall Street Revolt", which argues the 

U.S. stock market is rigged to benefit high speed computerized traders who are able to work the stock 

market to their advantage by using fractions of a second to legally front run orders. Lewis talks 

publicly for the first time about his book and gives credit to trader Brad Katsuyama who discovered 

the problem and formed a new exchange, IEX (Investor's Exchange), to combat the investing issue. 

Recently, New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman and the Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission in Washington have both launched investigations into the matter. Includes interviews 

with author Michael Lewis; Brad Katsuyama, CEO of IEX; Ronan Ryan, Chief Strategy Officer of 

IEX; David Einhorn, hedge fund manager and president and founder of Greenlight Capital. (See also: 

"The Mad Scientist of Football", OAD: 01/04/09; and "Inside The Collapse", OAD: 03/14/10) (C: 

Steve Kroft - P: Draggan Mihailovich) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00-7:00 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  08-17-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Cinnabon is expanding its billion dollar bun and signature smell beyond the mall. President Kat Cole 

shows how the brand is becoming a staple in the home from air fresheners to flavored vodka. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00am 

DATE AIRED:  08-24-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Wal-Mart Stores Inc. (WMT) says U.S. discount-store chief Bill Simon is stepping down. The 

world’s largest retailer has named the head of its Asian business as his replacement. The Bentonville, 



Arkansas-based retailer says that Greg Foran, 53, president and CEO of Wal-Mart Asia, will succeed 

Simon. Simon helmed the Wal-Mart U.S. division since June 2010. The changes will take effect Aug. 

9. The company says Simon will be available on a consulting basis for the next six months to ensure a 

seamless transition. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:01 a.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  08-29-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Tyson Foods, Inc. announced the completion of a merger on Thursday (Aug. 28) with the Hillshire 

Brands Co., according to a news release. The merger makes Tyson an even larger leader in the 

prepared foods business, the release states. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:17 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  08-31-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Knee Defender is a controversial device that has air travelers arguing over reclining seats. Its 

creator Ira Goldman explains why it's the airlines, not his device, that's to blame and how his business 

is flying high off of the publicity. Some MBAs are passing up internships on Wall Street to work on 

Main Street. MBAs Across America Founder and CEO Casey Gerald and Red Ants Pants Owner 

Sarah Calhoun reveal how they're convincing America's top business minds to help small business 

owners in a town near you. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  09-28-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Jack Ma Brings Alibaba to America" - Lara Logan speaks with the chairman who took $50,000 in 

seed money and created a company valued at $231 billion. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

 

PUBLIC SAFETY 

Safety Information, Safety Tips 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  07-02-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The City of Siloam Springs is partnering with several organizations to emphasize safety at the 

Whitewater Recreation Park where a teenager drowned last month. The body of Evan Thomas, 16, 

was pulled from the Illinois River about 200 yards downstream from the park June 17 after Benton 

County dive teams and emergency crews were called to the area. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  07-28-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The man run over by a pontoon boat on Beaver Lake on Friday remained hospitalized Monday and is 

described by officials as “touch and go-. The 24 year old was driving a jet ski near Penitentiary Cove 

on the north side of Beaver Lake when he was run over by a pontoon boat driven by family members. 

He was taken by helicopter to the hospital with life-threatening injuries, according to the Arkansas 

Game and Fish Commission. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:00 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  08-17-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Vladimir Duthiers, CBS News Correspondent (1); Governor Jay Nixon (D-MO) (2); Cornell 



William Brooks, President, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) 

(3) 1) a report on the current situation in Ferguson, Missouri, one week after unarmed eighteen-year-

old black teenage Michael Brown was fatally shot by white Police Officer Darren Wilson. 2) Topics 

include: current conditions in Ferguson, MO / decision to remove the local police department and 

place the security of Ferguson under the command of the Missouri Highway Patrol / dual 

investigation by the Justice Department and the FBI into the shooting of Michael Brown. 3) Topics 

include: call for a special prosecutor to be appointed to handle the investigation into the shooting 

death of Michael Brown, along with the continued involvement of the Justice Department / 

condemnation of the militarized reaction by the local police in the wake of the shooting. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 3 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  08-20-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Johnson Mill Boulevard opened to travelers last week after two years of construction. Mayor Buddy 

Curry said once the crews lay the final layer of asphalt and paint new stripes, the speed limit will 

increase from 25 miles-per-hour to 40. He said he expects the finishing touches to be done in the next 

week. The mayor said the new road brings new opportunities for Johnson. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05 p.m. :45 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  08-27-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Only two people will be on duty providing fire protection at the Fort Smith Airport for a while. 

Airport director John Parker said starting (Oct. 1) one fire fighter and one supervisor from Pro-Tec 

Fire Services will be in charge of keeping flyers safe in case of an emergency. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:10 p.m. :45 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-02-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A propane truck turned over and began leaking in a Tuesday afternoon crash on a highway near West 

Fork, according to emergency responders. Emergency crews responded around 4 p.m. to Arkansas 

156 in reference to the propane truck crash. No one was hospitalized, according to medical crews. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:00 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at Noon 

DATE AIRED:  09-24-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Students at Darby Junior High School in Fort Smith were evacuated from the building after a bomb 

threat was found Wednesday morning (Sept. 24), according to the Fort Smith School District 

Superintendent’s Office. School officials said the children and staff were taken to a safe place while 

Fort Smith Police searched the campus. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12:00 p.m. :25 sec 

 

 

RELIGION 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-19-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Van Buren School District responded to the Freedom From Religion Foundation’s allegations 

that constitutional rights were violated when a religious event was held at a Van Buren school on 

Sept. 3. Van Buren School District Superintendent Kerry Schneider received a letter on Sept. 8 from 

the foundation alleging that a religious assembly that violated constitutional rights took place at 

Central Elementary School on Sept. 3. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00 p.m. 2 min 

 

 



COMMUNITY 

Community Events, Issues or Problems 
 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  07-01-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KFSM & KXNW was sponsors of the Rodeo of the Ozarks in Northwest Arkansas. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  07-03-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KXNW and KFSM were sponsors of the Northwest Arkansas Mall community fireworks. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  07-05-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KFSM & KXNW anchor Daren Bobb took part in the Rodeo of the Ozarks Parade. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  07-09-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Daisy Air Rifle Championship Match will end Wednesday (July 9). There are 98 competitors 

between the ages of 12 and 18. The first relay is at 8 a.m. at the John Q. Hammons Center in Rogers 

and anyone is welcome to watch the competition. Shooters have 60 shots, 20 in each position: prone, 

sitting and kneeling. They are about 33 feet away from their target, which is scored electronically. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:10 p.m. :45 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  07-13-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A business fire in Oklahoma on December 7, 2012 is the reason the Fort Smith National Cemetery 

won’t have a statue honoring its veterans for Veteran’s Day of 2014. Robert Cravens is the President of 

the River Valley Veterans National Cemetery Association and said the group spent years fundraising in 

the River Valley for the statue. The blueprints for the statue show it as a kneeling Korean-era soldier 

praying to his fallen comrades. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  07-14-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb helped with the University of Arkansas Fort Smith Pageant Banquet. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at Noon 

DATE AIRED:  07-18-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Stuff the Bus is a program sponsored by the United Way to help collect school supplies for local 

children in our community. Buses are parked at various Wal-Mart stores all around the area for 

donations. KFSM and KXNW were sponsors of this event that was held in both the Northwest 

Arkansas and Fort Smith area. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 2:00 min. 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  08-01-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KFSM Anchor Daren Bobb helped emcee Cause for Paws fundraiser event to help raise money for the 



Sebastian County Humane Society. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  08-05-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb spoke to the Fort Smith Lions Club. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  08-07-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Darren Bobb was emcee at Petropolitan an event to raise money for the Sebastian County 

Humane Society. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  08-12-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Kids took center stage in livestock competitions Tuesday (Aug. 12) at the 110th Benton County Fair. 

Participants spruced up their animals one last time, giving them baths and brushing them, before 

entering the pen and facing the judge. “You have to be calm, let your goat be calm and just show,” said 

Luke Coffee, a participant. Jordan Cook has been showing goats since she was five. The ten-year-old 

has four animals competing this year. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:07 P.M. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  08-20-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KFSM/KXNW were sponsors of the Back-To-School Fashion Show held at the Northwest Arkansas 

Mall. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  08-22-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KFSM & KXNW were sponsors of Race for the Spike, a cycling event held in conjunction with Frisco 

Fest. Cyclists could race the train, do a poker ride, or both. Proceeds benefit the Rogers Community 

Bike Program, which refurbishes donated bikes and places them on trails for people to use for free. 

Creative Services Director Dave Shelly participated in the ride. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10-10:35 PM, 2 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  08-23-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KFSM & KXNW were sponsors of Rock the River, a Christian music festival which featured 

numerous Christian bands from around the country. Proceeds went to Hannah House of Fort Smith, a 

Christian home in Fort Smith that takes in pregnant and troubled young women. 

TIME AND DURATION:  1-10:35 PM, 2:00 min. 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at Noon 

DATE AIRED:  08-24-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Rides, concession stands and entertainment booths were all being setup Sunday afternoon. The 

Washington County fair began in 1857; some people at the fairgrounds said that tradition of fun lives 

on. “There’s a bunch of food, a bunch of rides” Cassidy Reed said, “it’s cool to just come out with 

friends and hang out.” 

TIME AND DURATION:  12:07 p.m. 2 min 



 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  08-26-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Creative Services Director Dave Shelly spoke to the University of Arkansas Fort Smith Media 

Communications Class about a career in television broadcasting, education, and insights on how they 

can get involved in broadcasting. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  09-05-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb helped pack up 7,500 meals for Community Services Clearinghouse that were 

collected from Arvest Bank during their special campaign. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00am 

DATE AIRED:  09-06-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KFSM & KXNW were sponsors of the 2014 Walk to End Alzheimer’s held on September 6, at the 

Riverfront Amphitheater in Fort Smith. Anchor Daren Bobb was emcee. All proceeds from the event 

go to help raise awareness and funds for Alzheimer’s care, support and research. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10-10:35 PM, 1:30 min. 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-12-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A high school in Springdale is only a week away from the grand opening of their brand new football 

stadium. Har-Ber High School has played their football home games at Springdale High since the 

school was opened. “You don’t open schools very often, and you don’t open stadiums very open” said 

Dr. Danny Brackett, Har-Ber High School Principal. “It is exciting for the community.” 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:00 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-13-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Brits in the Ozarks Car Show benefitted the ALS Association of Northwest Arkansas. KFSM & 

KXNW were sponsors. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10-10:35 PM, 1:00 min. 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  09-19-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KFSM & KXNW were sponsors of the Arkansas/Oklahoma State Fair held in Fort Smith. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-25-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A Siloam Springs football player is back at home and still recovering from a brain injury caused by a 

horrific car crash months ago that nearly killed him. Clayton Walker, 14, took the Siloam Springs 

football field Thursday (Sept 25) for the first time since before that March wreck in Florida. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:02 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: Community Event 

DATE AIRED:  09-29-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb took part in the University of Arkansas Athletic Booster Club Golf Tournament. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 



 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-29-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Benton County Sheriff’s Office worked with Harps to collect food for the Salvation Army on 

Friday (Sept. 26). OnlyInArk.com presented by First Security is the proud sponsor of High Five. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:10 p.m. :45 sec 

 

 

CULTURE 

Art and Culture, Cultural Events, Sports 
 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  07-06-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Charlie D'Agata, CBS News Correspondent (1); Alex Ortiz, CBS News Correspondent (2); 

Senator John McCain (R-AZ) (3); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) (3); Senator Richard Durbin (D-

IL), Assistant Majority Leader (4); Lee Child, author, "Personal" (5); Jeffrey Deaver, author, "The Skin 

Collector" (5); David Ignatius, author, "The Director" (5); Sandra Brown, author, "Mean Streak" (5); 

Karin Slaughter, author, "Cop Town" (5) 5) Book Panel Topics include: Lee Child's and Jeffrey 

Deaver's contribution to "FaceOff", an anthology curated by the International Thriller Writers (ITW); 

motivations and thought processes for the panel participants / the process of writing fiction / for 

Ignatius, Brown, Child, and Deaver -- the impact of their prior career as journalists on their writing / 

what inspired Ms. Slaughter to become an author / books the panelists are currently reading / future of 

books in the age of social media. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  07-06-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Gladwell" - an interview / profile of Malcolm Gladwell, best-selling author and staff writer for The 

New Yorker magazine. Gladwell's disposition often questions conventional wisdom, as he does in his 

latest book, "David and Goliath: Underdogs, Misfits, and the Art of Battling Giants". Also includes 

interviews with Vivek Ranadive, CEO of Tibco Software; Gary Cohn, President and COO of Goldman 

Sachs; and David Remnick, editor of The New Yorker. (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Magalie Laguerre-

Wilkinson, Deirdre Naphin Curran) (Producer for the 07/06/14 rebroadcast: Magalie Laguerre-

Wilkinson) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  07-13-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Discovered" - a report on the billion-dollar missing art trove German authorities discovered in the 

apartment of Cornelius Gurlitt, the son of Hildebrant Gurlitt, one of Adolf Hitler's leading art dealers. 

Most of the collection was stolen from museums and Jewish collectors during World War II, leading to 

a legal battle over who has the rights to the art now. Includes interviews with Ekkeheart Gurlitt, 

Cornelius Gurlitt's cousin; Willi Korte, a lawyer who specializes in tracking down stolen art; Vanessa 

Voight, art historian; Martha Hinrichsen and David Toren, each of whom had family members whose 

paintings were confiscated by the Nazis; Hannes Hartung and Tido Park, lawyers who have 

represented Cornelius Gurlitt; Ingrid Berggreen-Merkel, leader of a task force examining art works 

potentially looted from Jews and Uwe Hartman, chief researcher of the task force. (C: Morley Safer - 

P: Katy Textor) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  07-13-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Three out of four Americans plan to vacation this summer. Travel + Leisure's Mark Orwoll says new 

websites and travel apps can offer lower prices for last-minute trips to summer destinations. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 1 segment 



 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  07-20-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Greatest Show on Earth" - a report on the New York Metropolitan Opera and how its general 

manager, Peter Gelb, has reinvigorated the centuries-old art form by making it more accessible and 

modernized. Includes excerpts from the new production of Verdi's 'Rigoletto'. Includes interviews 

with: Piotr Beczala, Polish tenor; Zeljko Lucic, Serbian baritone; Diana Damrau, German soprano; 

Peter Gelb, General Manager of the Met. (C: Bob Simon - P: Ruth Streeter) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  07-23-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: TV audiences across the country could soon see some of Siloam Springs on the national airwaves. A 

film crew is visiting Northwest Arkansas this week to get footage for a National TV Campaign 

commercial. A film crew associated with the Arkansas Parks and Tourism Department is highlighting 

the natural beauty and entertainment of the state. “We sent a scouting team up here to shoot and we 

were really impressed by this cool little town,” said Bill Fitzgerald, creative director at Cranford 

Johnson Robinson Woods, an advertising agency. “It has great vibes and great buzz. There’s a lot of 

new stuff going on.” 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  08-17-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Cartoonist" - a report on the weekly process of how the staff at The New Yorker chooses the 

magazine's famous cartoons. The report focuses on Bob Mankoff, cartoon editor of The New Yorker, 

who recently released a memoir titled after one of his celebrated cartoons, "How About Never - Is 

Never Good for You?: My Life in Cartoons". Includes interviews with Bob Mankoff, cartoon editor of 

The New Yorker; David Remnick, editor of The New Yorker and cartoonists: Ben Schwartz, David 

Sipress, Roz Chast, and Charlie Hankin. Also includes comments by Will Shortz, crossword puzzle 

editor and cartoonists: Emily Flake, Sam Gross, Farley Katz, Carolita Johnson and Joe Dator. (C: 

Morley Safer - P: David Browning, Jonathan Schienberg) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00-7:00 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  08-24-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: If you haven't tasted a Rosé lately, it might be time to try again. How do you find the best affordable 

bottles, and the one that suits your taste? Food and Wine Executive Wine Editor Ray Isle and Becky 

taste some great affordable Rosé's. Ray also explains why Brad and Angelina have entered the 

business, and why wine growers see green, when they think pink. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  09-07-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Coach Steve Clarkson tells Morley Safer that the new norm to get to the NFL as a quarterback starts 

with a tutor like him training kids as young as eight. He talked about how he discovers young talent 

and gets them to the big leagues. He also reminisces about when legendary player Joe Montana hired 

him to coach his sons in 2006. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  09-07-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: An archivist makes a stunning find after a 60 Minutes story airs about Sir Nick Winton, the Londoner 

who saved 669 children from the Nazis. 



TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  09-14-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Armen Keteyian profiles Alabama Crimson Tide's head coach Nick Saban. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:50-7:50 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  09-25-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: When it comes to getting around The Bikes, Blues & Barbecue Rally, many may think most ride their 

motorcycles to the event. But, the Blues Train offers an alternative mode of transportation. “It’s a 

unique experience. You don’t see this type of train everywhere,” said Kim Fiedler, an event attendee. 

“I want to bring my grandson,” said Randy Fiedler, an event attendee. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:00 p.m. 2 min 

 

 

GOVERNMENT 

Government Issues, Law, Taxes, Terrorism 
 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  07-06-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Charlie D'Agata, CBS News Correspondent (1); Alex Ortiz, CBS News Correspondent (2); 

Senator John McCain (R-AZ) (3); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) (3); Senator Richard Durbin (D-

IL), Assistant Majority Leader (4); Lee Child, author, "Personal" (5); Jeffrey Deaver, author, "The Skin 

Collector" (5); David Ignatius, author, "The Director" (5); Sandra Brown, author, "Mean Streak" (5); 

Karin Slaughter, author, "Cop Town" (5) 1) a report from Baghdad, Iraq on the current conditions in 

that country and the recently released video from the militant group Islamic State of Iraq and Syria 

(ISIS), containing footage of their leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi rallying his followers to fight. 2) A 

report from Tel Aviv, Israel on the mounting violence in the region, as well as the video of Israeli 

security forces beating a Palestinian boy who is also an American citizen. 3) Topics include: reaction 

to the video of Israeli security forces beating a Palestinian boy who is also an American citizen; 

thoughts on the militant group ISIS's released video / threat ISIS poses to American interests, both at 

home and abroad / criticism against the Obama administration for how it handled decisions regarding 

troop withdrawal from Iraq and Afghanistan / $10 billion bounty on ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-

Baghdadi; Syria; immigration crisis along the southern border with Mexico, as an increased number of 

unaccompanied children from Central America enter the United States / immigration reform; Senator 

McCain's reaction to Hillary Clinton naming him her favorite Republican. 4) Topics include: praise for 

Hillary Clinton; immigration crisis along the southern border with Mexico; the current conditions in 

Iraq / thoughts on possible U.S. responses to the threat posed by ISIS. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  07-07-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A group that supports expanding alcohol sales in Arkansas submitted more than 84,000 signatures on 

Monday (July 7) to Secretary of State Mark Martin, according to affiliate station KTHV. Let Arkansas 

Decide turned in 84,969 signatures to put its proposed constitutional amendment on the ballot. The 

group needed at least 78,133 signatures from registered voters to qualify, KTHV reported. “If it passes 

in November any city in the state will be able to sell alcohol in July of 2015,” said Barling city director 

Bruce Farrar. “We`ve had several restaurants come into the city of Barling but they won`t come in 

because they can`t sell alcoholic drinks.” 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05 p.m. :25 sec 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at Noon 

DATE AIRED:  07-09-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: President Barack Obama said Wednesday Congress has the ability to act immediately to address the 



wave of unaccompanied minors coming over the border from Mexico into the U.S. Obama spoke in 

Dallas after meeting Wednesday with Gov. Rick Perry and other officials about the unaccompanied 

minors entering the country by the thousands. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12:03 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  07-13-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Holly Williams, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (1); Benjamin Netanyahu, Prime Minister, 

Israel (2); Governor Rick Perry, (R-TX) (3); Representative Luis Gutierrez (D-IL) (4); Ambassador 

Maen Rashid Areikat, Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) Delegation to the United States (5); 

Ambassador Ron Dermer, Israel (6); former Representative Jane Harman (D-CA), Woodrow Wilson 

International Center for Scholars (7); Danielle Pletka, American Enterprise Institute (7); Gerald Seib, 

The Wall Street Journal (7); Nia-Malika Henderson, The Washington Post (7) 1) a report from Gaza 

City on the current conditions between Israel and Palestine. 2) Topics include: current conditions in 

Israel / United Nations Security Council's request for a cease fire / possibility of sending Israeli ground 

forces into Gaza / Hamas / possibility of a two-state solution; opinion that Iran is lying and desires 

nuclear weaponry, not civilian nuclear energy. 3) Topics include: criticism of President Obama for the 

way his administration has reacted to the increased number of unaccompanied children from Central 

America coming across the border into Texas; disagreement with Republican Senator of Kentucky 

Rand Paul for his "brand of isolationism", which Governor Perry believes "compounds the threat of 

terrorism". 4) Topics include: reaction to Governor Perry's criticism of President Obama for his 

handling of the border crisis / agreement with the opinion expressed by both Republicans and 

Democrats that President Obama should have visited the U.S. - Mexican border during his recent trip 

to Texas / belief that the United States border is secure and that the United States have a responsibility 

to these children. 5) Topics include: continued Israeli military occupation of Gaza / current conditions 

in Gaza / call for a "return to the 2012 understandings between Hamas and Israel" / relationship 

between Hamas and the PLO / role of PLO President Mahmoud Abbas. 6) Topics include: "Red Alert 

Israel", an app which allows people to receive alerts on their mobile phone, notifying them of an 

incoming rocket / opinion that Hamas deliberately targets Israeli civilians / belief that Hamas takes 

hospitals, schools, homes, and mosques, uses them for terrorist activities, thus turning them into 

legitimate targets / disagreement with Ambassador Areikat's claim that Gaza is occupied. 7) Topics 

include: current conditions in Israel and Gaza / Israel's "Iron Dome" rocket defense system / Prime 

Minister Netanyahu's strategy / differing opinions regarding the validity and sincerity of Secretary of 

State John Kerry's role in the Israeli-Palestinian peace process; immigration crisis along the southern 

border with Mexico / agreement with the opinion expressed by both Republicans and Democrats that 

President Obama should have visited the U.S. - Mexican border during his recent trip to Texas.  

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  07-20-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Mark Phillips, CBS News Senior Foreign Correspondent (1); Barry Petersen, CBS News 

Correspondent (2); U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry (3); Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign 

Correspondent (4); Bob Orr, CBS News Homeland Security Correspondent (5); David Martin, CBS 

News National Security Correspondent (5); Mike Morell, CBS News Senior Security Contributor, 

former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (5); Representative Peter King (R-NY) (6); 

Martin Indyk, Brookings Institution, former U.S. Special Envoy for the Israeli-Palestinian negotiations, 

former U.S. Ambassador to Israel (7); Peter Baker, The New York Times (8); David Ignatius, The 

Washington Post (8); Kimberley Strassel, The Wall Street Journal (8), Margaret Brennan, CBS News 

State Department Correspondent (8) 1) a report from the crash site in Eastern Ukraine of Malaysia 

Airlines Flight MH17, which was shot down by a surface-to-air missile on July 17. 2) A report from 

Gaza City on the current conditions between Israel and Palestine. 3) Topics include: latest information 

on the July 17 downing of Malaysia Airlines Flight MH17 by a surface-to-air missile over Eastern 

Ukraine, an area controlled by Russian-backed Separatists / United States investigation into Russia's 

involvement in the downing of the airliner; the situation between the Israeli government and Hamas. 4) 

A report from Moscow on the lack of a response from President Putin and the Russian government on 

Malaysia Airlines Flight MH17. 5) Topics include: different levels of Russia's responsibility in the 

downing of Malaysia Airlines Flight MH17 / lack of a response from President Putin / details of 

evidence against Russia / possible increase in U.S. aid to Ukraine. 6) Topics include: support for the 



case against Russia / criticism of Russian President Vladimir Putin for Russia's involvement in the 

downing of Malaysia Airline Flight MH17 / how the U.S. and other European countries should impose 

severe economic and symbolic sanctions against Russia / disappointment in some European allies for 

their perceived lack of a response to the downing of flight MH17. 7) Topics include: Egypt's role in 

attempting to broker a cease-fire between Israel and Hamas / Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu's call 

for the demilitarization of Gaza / number of rockets available to Hamas / hope for a renewed effort to 

resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 8) Topics include: a discussion of the July 17 downing of 

Malaysia Airlines Flight MH17, including problems with the investigation, the mounting evidence 

against Russia, Russia's possible role and responsibility, as well as possible economic and symbolic 

sanctions from the United States and its European allies; next steps for Secretary Kerry in attempting 

to broker a cease-fire in the conflict between the Israeli government and Hamas / the role of Egypt and 

Qatar in attempting to broker a cease-fire between Israel and Hamas / reluctance of Hamas to deal with 

Egypt. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  07-27-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Barry Petersen, CBS News Correspondent (1); Benjamin Netanyahu, Prime Minister, Israel 

(2); Khaled Meshaal, Hamas leader (3); Pavlo Klimkin, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Ukraine (4); 

Representative Mike Rogers (R-MI) (5); Madeleine Albright, former United States Secretary of State 

(6); Margaret Brennan, CBS News State Department Correspondent (7); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News 

Elections Director (8); David Leonhardt, The New York Times (8); Amy Walter, The Cook Political 

Report (8); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (8) Guest Correspondent: Charlie Rose, Co-

Host, CBS THIS MORNING (3) 1) a report from Gaza City on the currents conditions after the end of 

the temporary humanitarian cease-fire 2) Topics include: current conditions in Israel after the end of 

the temporary humanitarian cease-fire / call for the demilitarization of Gaza / complex tunnel system 

linking Gaza to Israel / high number of civilian Palestinian casualties / opinion that "Hamas is 

responsible for these civilian deaths". 3) A brief excerpt of an interview conducted yesterday in Doha, 

Qatar with Hamas leader Khaled Meshaal. Topics include: examples of some concessions Hamas 

wants from Israel for the people of Palestine / belief that Israel "killed the American initiative" with 

regards to the negotiations process / call for a Palestinian state without occupation. 4) Topics include: 

call for a bilateral cease-fire / belief that Russian President Vladimir Putin's ultimate goal is to 

destabilize all of Ukraine / need for further assistance from the United States / opinion that Russia is 

responsible for the July 17 downing of Malaysia Airlines Flight MH17. 5) A discussion about the 

financial support Hamas receives from other countries in the region, such as Iran and Qatar. 6) Topics 

include: Ms. Albright's thoughts and insight into the causes behind some of the troubles currently 

facing different regions in the world, such as the conflicts between Russia-Ukraine and Israel-Hamas / 

reaction to the criticism against the Obama administration for its perceived indifference to world 

events / criticism of European countries for their delayed response regarding sanctions against Russia / 

global role of the United States in the 21st century. 7) a report on the results of U.S. Secretary of State 

John Kerry's recent trip to the Middle East, as well as updates on the conflicts between Russia-Ukraine, 

Israel-Hamas, and the situation in Tripoli, Libya. 8) "Battleground Tracker": results of the first online 

panel survey of a hundred thousand voters on the upcoming Senate elections in Montana, South 

Dakota, West Virginia, New Hampshire, Colorado, Kentucky, and Georgia. Analysis indicates that 

Democrats would not maintain control of the Senate, should the elections be held at that point. Also 

includes a discussion of the potential impact of President Obama on voter turnout for women, 

minorities and young voters in the upcoming midterm elections. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money 

DATE AIRED:  07-27-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: More companies are crossing borders to escape U.S. taxes as profit shields. President Obama, this 

week, urged American companies to be economic patriots. Politico's Chief Economic Correspondent 

Ben White and CRT Capital's Chief Investment Office Alison Deans debate the nation's tax bill and 

companies considering renouncing their American citizenship to avoid corporate taxes. Global politics 

have turned violent. The shooting down of a Malaysian airliner in Ukraine and recent Israeli-

Palestinian combat in Gaza is affecting U.S. markets and diplomatic relations. Former Senator and 

Secretary of Defense William Cohen discusses the economic outcome of current tensions abroad. 



TIME AND DURATION:  12N-12:30 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  08-03-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Charlie D'Agata, CBS News Correspondent (1); Clarissa Ward, CBS News Chief Foreign 

Correspondent (2); Pierre Krahenbuhl, Commissioner-General, United Nations Relief and Works 

Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) (3); Senator Saxby Chambliss (R-GA), 

Vice Chairman, Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (6); Valarie Jarrett, Senior Advisor, White 

House (7); Michael Bloomberg, former Mayor, New York, NY (7); David Ignatius, The Washington 

Post (8); Margaret Brennan, CBS News State Department Correspondent (8); Michael Morell, CBS 

News Senior Security Contributor, former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (8); 

John Dean, author, "The Nixon Defense: What He Knew and When He Knew It" (9) Guest Moderator: 

Norah O'Donnell, Co-Host, CBS THIS MORNING 1) a report from Tel Aviv, Israel on the current 

situation in Rafah, located in the southern part of the Gaza Strip, where a United Nations school was 

hit by a suspected Israeli air strike. 2) A telephone report on the heavy fighting coming from the Israeli 

side, as well as details from the United Nations on their constant communication with Israel. 3) Topics 

include: this morning's air strike of a United Nations school in Rafah / five prior attacks on U.N. 

facilities in Gaza, which is a violation of international law / constant communication with Israel as to 

the location of these U.N. facilities / condemnation of weapons caches stored on the grounds of one of 

the U.N. facilities / rejection of Israel’s claim that Hamas uses its civilians as human shields. 6) Topics 

include: soon to be released "torture report" from the Senate Intelligence Committee on the enhanced 

interrogation techniques used after September 11 / support for the use of enhanced interrogation 

techniques and the subsequent information obtained by the CIA, as argued by the minority report to be 

issued by Senate Republicans; recent revelation that the CIA was indeed spying on Senate computers -- 

an allegation that CIA Director John Brennan refuted in March. 8) Topics include: soon to be released 

"torture report" from the Senate Intelligence Committee on the enhanced interrogation techniques used 

after September 11 / the minority report to be issued by Senate Republicans; recent revelation that the 

CIA was spying on Senate computers; Mr. Ignatius' recent article criticizing U.S. Secretary of State 

john Kerry and his handling of the situation between Israel and Gaza / this morning's air strike of a 

United Nations school in Rafah. 9) An interview with Mr. Dean, former Nixon White House counsel, 

on his book and the new information he discovered about President Nixon and the Watergate scandal 

during his research. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 6 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  08-06-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Plans to extend the Bella Vista Bypass have hit a dead end after voters in Missouri defeated a 

multibillion dollar sales tax hike Tuesday night (Aug. 5). Election results show 59 percent of voters 

opposed the highway tax, while 41 percent were in favor of it passing. If approved, the highway tax 

would’ve funded more than 800 highway and transportation projects across Missouri, including the 

extension of the Bella Vista Bypass across state lines. The 19-mile road project would’ve been built 

from Bentonville north into Pineville, Missouri, which would then become a section of Interstate 49. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:01 a.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  08-07-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: McMillan Road on the outskirts of Bentonville will be closed permanently starting Friday so crews can 

begin construction on the next phase of the Bella Vista Bypass, according to State Highway officials. 

Resident Jim Wyatt said he’s lived on the county dirt road for over 40 years, and said he’s not 

surprised by the development. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00 p.m. 2 min 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  08-10-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Holly Williams, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (1); Charlie D'Agata, CBS News Foreign 

Correspondent (2); Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (3); Senator Jack Reed (D-RI) 



(4); Ambassador James Jeffrey, Washington Institute for Near East Policy (5); George Christian, 

technician, FACE THE NATION (7); Carl Bernstein, author, "The Final Days", "All The President's 

Men" (8); Bob Woodward, author, "The Final Days", "All The President's Men" (8); David Rohde, 

Reuters (9); Michael Crowley, Time magazine (9) 1) a report from Erbil, Iraq on the current conditions 

in that country, as the United States continues with air strikes aimed at assisting the Kurdish forces 

against ISIS militants. 2) A report from Tel Aviv, Israel on the current situation between Israel and 

Hamas. 3) A report from Gaza City on the current situation between Hamas and Israel. 4) Topics 

include: impact of the U.S. air strikes on the ISIS militants / reason behind the U.S. decision to begin 

air strikes / causes behind the disintegration of security in Iraq since U.S. troop withdrawal. 5) Topics 

include: belief that the U.S. should have left some troops in Iraq / U.S. consulate in Erbil, Iraq / 

pressure on Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki to resign / support for the Kurdish forces against 

ISIS. 7) Recollections from Mr. Christian, a CBS News technician, who was in the Oval office as 

President Richard Nixon announced his resignation. 8) An interview with Messrs. Woodward and 

Bernstein, who as Washington Post reporters broke the Watergate scandal, providing new insights into 

the debacle. 9) Topics include: factors behind President Obama's decision to begin air strikes in Iraq / 

threat posed by ISIS to the United States. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  08-17-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Cornell William Brooks, President, National Association for the Advancement of Colored 

People (NAACP) (6); Charlie D'Agata, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (4); Representative Mike 

Rogers (R-MI), Chairman, U.S. House of Representatives Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 

(5); Dr. Michael Eric Dyson, Georgetown University (6); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (6) 

(7); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (6) (7); Gerald Seib, The Wall Street Journal (7); Peter Baker, 

The New York Times (7) 4) a report from Erbil, Iraq on the current conditions in the region as the 

United States continues air strikes. 5) Topics include: threat posed by ISIS to the Yazidi people of Iraq 

/ recent U.S. air strikes / threat posed by ISIS to the United States / belief that the current conditions in 

Iraq with regards to ISIS are related to the current conditions in Syria / agreement with Hillary Clinton 

that the United States should have been aiding the rebels in Syria; thoughts on the use of military 

equipment by local police forces, with regard to the current situation in Ferguson, MO. 6) Topics 

include: criticism of the way the situation has been handled in Ferguson, Missouri / reaction to the just 

announced decision by the Justice Department to order its own independent autopsy for Michael 

Brown / the militarization of local police forces / differing opinions as to the amount and quality of 

leadership displayed by President Obama in response to the death of Michael Brown / Republican 

Senator of Kentucky Rand Paul’s reaction to the shooting in Ferguson. 7) Topics include: Texas 

Governor Rick Perry's indictment by a grand jury; significance of the dam in Mosul, Iraq; Hillary 

Clinton's recent interview in The Atlantic, where she outlined her overall views on foreign policy / 

threat of terrorism in a post 9/11 world. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 4 segments 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  08-24-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Juliette Goodrich, reporter, KPIX-TV, San Francisco, CA (1); Michael Morell, CBS News 

Senior Security Contributor, former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (2); Margaret 

Brennan, CBS News State Department Correspondent (2) (6); Bob Orr, CBS News Homeland Security 

Correspondent (2); Senator Kelly Ayotte (R-NH), Senate Armed Services Committee (3); 

Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), author, "The Way Forward: Renewing the American Idea" (4); 

Representative William Lacy Clay (D-MO) (5); Susan Page, USA Today (6); David Rohde, Reuters 

(6); Gary Sinise, actor, National Spokesman, The American Veterans Disabled for Life Memorial (7) 

1) a report from Napa, CA, on this morning's 6.0 magnitude earthquake, the South Napa Earthquake. 

2) Topics include: killing of American journalist James Foley by the extremist group ISIS / short-term 

and long-term threat posed by ISIS / possibility of air strikes on ISIS in its sanctuary in Syria / ISIS 

leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi / concern over the "fairly spotty" intelligence the U.S. has on the ground 

in Syria / possible strategy for handling ISIS. 3) Topics include: killing of American journalist James 

Foley / possible strategy for handling ISIS / reaction to criticism against President Obama for being on 

vacation as the threat from ISIS intensified / belief that Congress can come together to deal with the 

threat to the United States posed by ISIS / an update on James Foley's parents. 4) Topics include: 



criticism of President Obama for his handling of the increased threats posed by ISIS; reaction to 

thoughts expressed in Representative Ryan's book, "The Way Forward: Renewing the American Idea", 

on the 2013 Republican government shutdown and the Romney campaign for president; support for a 

third attempt at the presidency by Mitt Romney / pledge to support Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) or 

Senator Rand Paul (R-KY) should they become the Republican nominee. 5) Topics include: support 

for President Obama's decision to review the Pentagon’s 1033 program, which distributed military 

equipment to police departments across the country / need to improve police-community relations, 

including a "change in the way the African-American community is policed." 6) Topics include: what 

the shooting in Ferguson, MO of unarmed eighteen-year-old Michael Brown by Officer Darren Wilson 

says about the current state of race relations in America; President Obama's request to train and equip 

Syrian rebels, which has so far been ignored by Congress / threat posed by ISIS / the United States 

policy to not pay ransom to terrorists / impact of the killing of American journalist James Foley / 

reaction to criticism against President Obama for being on vacation as the threat from ISIS intensified / 

questions regarding the Obama administration's handling of the threat posed by ISIS, as well as the 

problems in Syria and Iraq / possible strategy for handling ISIS; Representative Ryan's book , "The 

Way Forward: Renewing the American Idea"; thoughts on a possible third attempt at the presidency by 

Mitt Romney. 7) An interview with actor Gary Sinise on Washington DC's newest memorial -- The 

American Veterans Disabled for Life memorial -- set to open in October 2014. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  08-31-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Senator John McCain (R-AZ) (1); Representative Adam Smith (D-WA), Ranking Member, 

House Armed Services Committee (2); Representative Peter King (R-NY), Homeland Security 

Committee, Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (2); Danielle Pletka, American Enterprise 

Institute (3); Michael Singh, The Washington Institute for Near East Policy (3) Guest Moderator: Major 

Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent 1) Topics include: Senator McCain's strategy for 

defeating ISIS / criticism of President Obama's response to the threat posed by ISIS; Russian president 

Vladimir Putin / Senator McCain's strategy for dealing with Russia-Ukraine crisis; opinion that the 

United States should become more involved in trying to contain the Ebola outbreak in West Africa. 2) 

Topics include: Representative Smith's reaction to Senator McCain's proposed strategy for defeating 

ISIS / Representative King’s concern over a possible ISIS-sponsored terrorist attack on the United 

States and criticism of the Obama administration's response to the threat posed by ISIS / differing 

opinions on the threat posed by ISIS, possible strategies for combating the problem, and the probability 

of an attack on U.S. soil / differences between al Qaeda and ISIS; call for the United States government 

to become "more forceful in supporting the Ukrainian government." 3) Topics include: reaction to 

President Obama's candid admission that the administration does not have a strategy in place to deal 

with the threat from ISIS / danger in "over-amplifying the threats of ISIS" / need to address the 

situations in Iraq and Syria; Mr. Singh's call for the United States to do more in Ukraine, such as 

providing them with military assistance. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:00 AM, 3 segments 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  09-07-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests included Marco Rubio, Henry Kissinger, Dutch Ruppersberger, Anthony Salvanto, David 

Leonhardt, Peggy Noonan, David Ignatius, Peter Baker. New American airstrikes in Iraq overnight as 

president ponders a new strategy to combat the ISIS terror. Bob Schieffer interviewed Sen. Marco 

Rubio, a Florida Republican who sits on the Foreign Relations and Intelligence committees in the 

Senate. Rubio was sharply critical of President Barack Obama for his handling of the new terror threat, 

calling it "presidential malpractice." Schieffer also spoke with the top Democrat on the House 

Intelligence Committee, Rep. Dutch Ruppersberger, who weighed in on Obama's handling of the current 

foreign policy conundrums in the Middle East and Eastern Europe. Finally, former Secretary of State 

Henry Kissinger also came by to discuss his new book, titled "World Order," and discuss the news of 

the week with host Bob Schieffer. The 91-year-old former Nixon administration official said the U.S. 

should have already launched aggressive air strikes against the terror group ISIS. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 



DATE AIRED:  09-14-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests include: Charlie D'Agata, Denis McDonough, John Kerry, Michael McCaul, Kirsten Gillibrand, 

Ken Burns, Geoffrey Ward, Doris Kearns Goodwin. The Obama administration secured a major 

achievement over the weekend, as reports emerged that a handful of Arab nations agreed to launch air 

strikes against ISIS. But there was also a grim reminder of the challenges that lie ahead: The militant 

group released another gruesome video, the third in a month, showing the beheading of British hostage 

David Haines and threatening yet another Western hostage. Bob Schieffer spoke with Sen. Kirsten 

Gillibrand, the Democrat from New York who is out with a new book promoting the role of women in 

politics. She said she was "outraged" by the NFL and how league officials handled the domestic 

violence scandal surrounding Ray Rice. We took a look back into American History with Ken Burns 

and Geoff Ward, creators of the new documentary series "The Roosevelt’s: An Intimate History," which 

is airing on PBS. They'll be joined by historian Doris Kearns Goodwin, who helped advise them on the 

series. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  09-21-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Can Nadaya and her family ever return home? - What worries Nadaya is that people she knew and 

trusted all her life turned on her and her fellow Yazidis when ISIS arrived. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7:04-8:04 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  09-21-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests included: James Brown, Samantha Power, Mike Rogers, Dianne Feinstein, Jane Harman, Joe 

Liberman, Mike Morell, Robert Kagan, Dr. Bill Shaffner, Dr. Jon LaPook. Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-

Calif., and Rep. Mike Rogers, R-Mich., who respectively chair of the Senate and House Intelligence 

Committees. They both supported the resolution, but there are still plenty of questions about the 

mission, and whether U.S. ground troops will eventually be called upon to eliminate ISIS. Congress 

voted this week to provide limited aid to moderate rebels fighting ISIS in Syria. But now the hard part 

begins for the anti-ISIS coalition. Complicating matters, ISIS released a propaganda video featuring a 

new hostage, British journalist John Cantlie, and threatened against British involvement in the coalition. 

President Obama on Tuesday announced a "major increase" in U.S. aid to the Ebola outbreak region in 

West Africa, including a commitment of 3,000 soldiers to coordinate the relief effort. As world leaders 

descend on New York City of the annual meeting of the U.N. General Assembly, we'll discuss what the 

international community needs to do to prevent the disease from spreading beyond Africa. We'll get the 

latest on the epidemic from CBS News' own Dr. Jonathan LaPook, and Dr. William Schaffner, the chair 

on the Department of Preventive Medicine at Vanderbilt University Medical Center. Problems facing 

the NFL continue to pile up. Domestic violence scandals involving Ray Rice, Adrian Peterson, and 

other players have brought the issue to national attention, and the pressure is rising on NFL 

Commissioner Roger Goodell to enact major reforms. We'll discuss the latest developments and what 

this all means for the league going forward. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  09-28-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "President Obama, Chairman Ma" - The president sits down with Steve Kroft to discuss the current 

strategy in the Middle East to combat ISIS; and, Lara Logan speaks with the chairman who took 

$50,000 in seed money and created a company valued at $231 billion.  

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  09-28-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Deputy National Security Adviser Tony Blinken explains how the U.S. will avoid getting "bogged down 

and bled" in fight against ISIS. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment 



 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  09-28-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Former Undersecretary of Defense Michele Flournoy, former Deputy CIA Director Michael Morell, and 

Retired Army Gen. Carter Ham discuss U.S. involvement in the fight against extremists in Iraq and 

Syria. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  09-28-2014 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Deputy National Security Adviser Tony Blinken says the participation of Arab allies in the bombing 

campaign against ISIS is "very significant." 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment  

 


